DAY ONE BULLETIN

circle opens at 9:00 am pacific

10:00 am
PACIFIC

AONW acts of
creation:
board, organization,
and help needed
-Michaela Hutfles

Decomposing
complex systems
into products

Jump to Frame

facilitating
remote
technical
training - Lars

Project:Ignite communities of practices
across companies
- Christy Clement
- David Kehoe

-Brian Berzins
5

5

6

10:30 am
Pacific

How to work on
gathering
requirements when
the requestor
doesn't have them.
Arlene P

Skilled mark-
making with Arlo's
Commit Notation

Art->Architect
s->Agile:
Help!??
- Harold S.

- Jay Bazuzi
2

3

Facilitation Techniques

Agile career
pathing across
various orgs
- Ori A

Let's share techniques
that work well!
- Heather Fohlin

1

4

8

11:30 am
Pacific

Reflecting Storyboard
Filmmaking in User Story
Refinement (as a
Development Engineer)

Bridging the gap between
(Agile) process centric
design and (Art/UX/UI)
user-centric design.
-Alexander

11:00 am
Pacific

Link to Miro Frame
2

Craig A. Stockton

Can you have Music
without Musical
Instruments?
(yes, we will talk about
Agile)
-Abner Amador

Link to Miro Frame

Link to Miro Frame

7

2

Agile Coaches or
imbedded Scrum
Masters?
- Becky Moshenek

The ART of
portfolio/program
prioritization - A
conversation about what
has worked and not
worked
- Jeff Brinkerhoff

2

Link to Miro Frame

Exploring the
"Tools" of Agile Art:
What, Why, & When
- Sharon Ching

Art of mindfulness
in conflict
-Nevada

Software Estimation
Paradox
Chris Lucian

Link to Miro Frame

Link to Miro Frame

Link to Miro Frame

3

5

7

Practicing Agile vs
"Delivering" Agile
-Jason Kerney
Link to Miro Frame

Unlearning
vs.
Learning
(Techniques)
- Matt Plavcan
Link to Miro Frame

5

9

6

16

12:00 pm
Pacific

Sharing Remote Team -
Building ideas &
Icebreaker techniques
- Lorie Gordon

The Agile Gym
(Lean Poker edition)
- Llewellyn

Link to Miro Frame

Link to Miro Frame

4

8

Agile Q&A
Experiment
Bruce B.
Link to Miro
Frame

1

return to the main room at 12:30 pm pacific for closing

Virtual Bar
(drinks not
required) Brian Berzins

Games Llewellyn &
April
starting 1p
4

Time
Zone??

All times are in pacific time
zone unless stated otherwise

Want to learn
what
your saboteur
are?
-Samantha S

DAY TWO BULLETIN

All times are in pacific time zone unless stated otherwise

circle opens at 9:00 am pacific

I think I will
save this for
tomorrow Diana
SHerwood

10:00 am
PACIFIC

Art questions
everything; let's
question defect
management Craig A. Stockton
3

10:30 am
Pacific

Fixing "no one gets
credit for a problem
that didn't happen"
- Llewellyn

Art of Agile with part-time
or volunteer teams that
don't work in the same
place & hours
-Sara Clark

Link to Miro Frame

Link to Miro Frame

A Scrum Master by
any other name
(Semantics of names
in Scrum) - A
Sheingold

8

Introduction to
all AONW Data
Analytics people
Christine Austin

3

NEW: Do you need to
REALLY believe in the
product
In order to be an Effective
team member?
Diana Sherwood

Building Trust,
Myths and
Realities
-Abner Amador

Link to Miro Frame
1

9

We are in our
break out
rooms....

Can you be an
effective team
member if you don't
believe in the
product you are
developing?
Diana Sherwood

5

"Checking off the
Agile box" - Pitfalls
to avoid in an org
that's new to agile
-Willis, Katy
6

12:00 pm
Pacific

we don't have
time to learn, too
many other
meetings already Lars Eckart

3

10

11:00 am
Pacific
11:30 am
Pacific

Questions
exploration into
issues with
facilitating mob
programming
- Nazee

Navigating Software
Teams with no
Technical Expertise Christina Stodd

1

Remote is
making agile
better...
Dan DiCamillo

Dealing with
organizational
impediments Elton Smith
7

2

What role does
skill play in the
"Art of Agile"?
Mike Clement

Everything Mob
Programming
Q&A and learning
- Brian Berzins

Agile is a 4-letter word. Why and so
what?
- Jeff Weaver

Effective Retros
Jason Kerney

Using DISC assessments to
improve comms/trust on
teams -Christy Clement

Link to Miro
Frame

Link to Miro Frame
2

Coach training &
certification info (CTI &
ORSC)
- Samantha & Nevada
Link to Miro Frame

- Michael Wolf
Link to Miro Frame

How to move from a
primary focus on
deadlines to focusing on
value delivered.
-Alexander

1

7

2

How to deal with "Time
Shred" (split priorities, lots
of meetings, context
switching, splitting work
across teams)
- Brian Berzins
Link to Miro Frame

What could we learn
from 'art cookbooks'
of surrealism and
performance art?
-Michaela Hutfles

Link to Miro Frame

Link to Miro Frame
5

Don't Fork your
Tribal Knowledge.

Small company,
many roles for a
single employee Tina Silver

Link to Miro Frame

8

See QiqoChat...

6

4

6

2

Link to Miro Frame

Neurodiversity /
Diversity and
Inclusion
- A Sheingold
Link to Miro Frame
5

AONW acts of creation.
Learn about what the
board and volunteers do.
Also we need some
volunteers.
- Michaela Hutfles
Link to Miro Frame

8
11
Don't Fork your
Tribal Knowledge.
Merge HELL is the result of
unconscious forking of the code
(the shared artifact). Forking
our shared understanding or
shared vision is worse - Michael
Wolf

return to the main room at 12:30 pm pacific for closing
All times are in pacific time zone unless stated otherwise

Even more
games (bga
today) Llewellyn

1pm Pacific
The Art of
Partnering with
decision makers
(Diana L.)

DAY THREE BULLETIN

All times are in pacific time zone unless stated otherwise

circle opens at 9:00 am pacific

Chris - would you
consider an afrter
hours version of
this? (also)?

Dojo
-Chris
Lucian

10:00 am
PACIFIC

Navigating world with
people with different levels
of
extraversion/introversion communication stylespersonality types
-Sabitha Radhakrishnan

SEA agile hikes,
who's interested?
- Michaela Hutfles

4

What's up with
teal? Anybody
seen it?

Efficient use of
medium: All
things Agile
Testing Craig A. Stockton

-- Brent Miller

3

PoC Agilists - sharing networking
resources Alex Bernardin
* a casual networking
opportunity for folks of color to
share resources, talk about other
communities that we're
members of, etc

Let's talk about
the new ICF Team
Coaching Cert!
-Samantha

Evelijn

1

1

What would be on a
"checklist" for
measuring if a team
is self-managing (or
not)?
- Lorie Gordon
7

Cross Cultural Agile:
Challenges working
across cultural
boundaries
- Bruce P. Henry

Taming the Bull
(but just enough
so it's not boring)

Ethics in
agile
- Deeann

1

5

Use Social
Presencing Theater
as an
agile coach

-Brian Berzins

5

3

10:30 am
Pacific

Oops, I screwed up:
Sharing stories of owning
mistakes, vulnerability and
psych safety

-Abner Amador

1

4

We Are
Here

11:00 am
Pacific

Poetry Open
Mic

1

11:30 am
Pacific

Efficient use of
medium: All
things Agile
Testing (cont) Craig A. Stockton

-- Halim Dunsky

Queer Agilists - sharing
networking resources Alex Bernardin
* a casual networking
opportunity for LGBTQIA+ folks
to share resources, talk about
other communities that we're
members of, etc

CTC/CEC information
session. Interested in
becoming a Certified
Team or Enterprise
Coach? Come ask
question / learn about
the process.
--Elise Shapiro

2

2

2

Aki

2

2

4

Highly engaging &
collaborative,
distributed/virtual
teams; for newbies.
--Marius

Agile Open
Bahamas -
Andrea
1

2

Project
eXperience
Management
Abner Amador

Embracing
complexity by
mapping/managing
polarities
-Luke

7

4

5

Stuck with a scaled agile
framework? How can we
find opportunities to create
true agility for our teams?
-- Margaret

1
3

4

Good, bad +
wacky 1:1s
--shy

Open Music Session
An Annual AONW
Tradition. This session may
be longer than 30 minutes.

"Whatever happens
is the only thing that
could have" - But,
really?
-Sara Clark

Agile in a
non-software
environment
- Tina Silver

2

1

12:00 pm
Pacific

Agility: Making
the right things
easy
-Ramsi Hawkins

What should
CS students
know?
Chris Lucian

Becoming a
Scrum
Master - Julio
Melendez

Boosting morale
in times of
difficulty - Hao
Ha

Women's group in
the Seattle/Portland
area, what are we
missing and what do
we need?
-Samantha
3

1

1

Learning - How
do like you learn
from others?
diana

2

3

3

6

return to the main room at XXXX pm pacific for closing
All times are in pacific time zone unless stated otherwise
Drop-in 3:30-4:30pm
Pacific:
What agile-related books
are you reading?
- Lorie Gordon
1

EXPLORE: What
can we do to
support women
who are new in
CS? - diana

Code
llewellyn

Don't Starve
Together (Co-op steam
game)
- Llewellyn
3

"it's always
impossible
until it's done."
Nelson
Mandela

THE IDEA OF
INFINITE
SPACE KEEPS
ME IN AWE
EVERYDAY

Take Five
YouTube

what to do:

foodfuntravel.com

Eat Pray Love Sucks Read These Books
About India Instead

think about what inspires your work
& where you draw inspiration. add
your inspiration to the board. share
with the aonw community.

The best books about India to read
before or while travelling India. A
collaboration of popular travel bloggers
favourite books that inspire and
entertain.

Make it

upload a url
cut & paste images
write it on a post-it
to do the right thing
www.poetryfoundation.org

Song of the
Andoumboulou: 85 by
Nathaniel Mackey |
Poetry Foundation
Came now to another crossroads.

www.poetryfoundation.org

Shirt by Robert Pinsky |
Poetry Foundation
The back, the yoke, the yardage. Lapped
seams,

www.poetryfoundation.org

"Find Work" by Rhina P.
Espaillat | Poetry
Magazine
My mother's mother, widowed very
young

www.poetryfoundation.org

What Work Is by Philip
Levine | Poetry
Foundation
We stand in the rain in a long line

GRAFFITI TRAIN

"Drawings or inscriptions made on a wall or other surface, usually without permission and so as to be seen by the public."

what to do: use post-its to build on, move and play
with the cut-out words, or leave your thoughts on
the board.

agilemanifesto.org

Manifesto for Agile
Software Development
We are uncovering better ways of
developing software by doing it and
helping others do it. These are our
values and principles.

what to do:
Add a post- it to the
sheet and share your
daily feedback.
Let us know what you
liked, what you wished
for, and what you are
wondering about while
we are together.

30
March
The tools
worked VERY
well! (Miro,
especially)
Remote made
this conference
super accessible
for me, might
not have gone if
in person. It was
my first time.

The graphics
and other
visuals are
AWESOME!!
I enjoyed being a
butterfly and
finding small
groups (4-5
People) to meet.

the graphics
on the boards
is wonderfullly
free (no grids
& boxes)

This year's
theme is
great!

It was
energizing and
engaging. I got
what I put into
it.

Remote
was
great

1

I received this thoughtful comment on
land acknowledgment:
I like the reminder that the land is
permanent and tenure is impermanent;
in contrast, much of the indigenous land
acknowledgement reinforced the nativist
idea that land "belongs" to whoever was
there "first.
- so this made me wish we could balance
these aspects better

we promoted
the slack
community
more!

Idea to share SWAG! Have Sponsors or
whomever put together physical boxes of
swag (hats, tees, trinkets, etc) and mail to
registered attendees ahead of the
conference... so that we can use/wear
our swag during the event.
- Heather Fohlin

The 30 min
sessions
worked well
for me today
(3/29)

1
2

1

... we didn't start
the 10-10:30
session 15-20
minutes late every
day.

Longer time
blocks. I didn't see
a single session
end short, but
many went very
long

2

2

I'd encourage
session leaders to
start five minutes
late, to allow for
transition time.

I wish the conference
was in the
afternoon/evening so I
could bring my whole
self rather than having
work in the back of my
mind all morning.

1

Maybe get the 10am
session rooms open
first, so those sessions
can start while elevator
pitches and rooms are
being made for later
sessions.

We started with a
quick "Miro Dojo" to
show people how to
use it (e.g. add
stickies, turn off
cursors)

we used a timer
for people to
present their
topics to keep it
short

30min sessions felt too fast today
(3/28).
I ran late and left late to most.
Delayed start could have
contributed.

Zoom, too! I saw
people have
trouble navigating
breakout rooms &
hand
raising/reactions.

Hybrid
Open Agile
or 2 a year
1

There were
remote AO's
and in person
ones?
if we go back to in person,
can we also do our virtual
for our worldwide friends? I
absolutely loved the
diversity due to a virtual
conference last year and
this year.
1

There were also
local in person
"PM" sessions
after the virtual
"AM" sessions

If there was a specific
time suggested for this
announced in advance,
I could hold it on my
calendar and seek out
locals to gather

I appreciate the explicit
encouragement to newbies
to propose sessions and to
question anything. I got a
lot out of the sessions I
proposed and heard from a
few others they enjoyed
the sessions too.

put DAy 1
day 3 on
top of the
bulletin

Thanks for the
feedback. I
added "days"
using the text
box - Ashanti

!
You!
Thank !

PARTING THOUGHTS - YOUR TAKEAWAY, YOUR REFLECTION, OR AN OFFERING TO THE COMMUNITY
I find it the open
space create engage
conversation. It's
very different from
traditional
conference speaker
session.

Gratitude for
the organizers
and attendees
2

1

Grateful for
how much we
(re)created
virtually

Keep it
simple!

keep finding
interesting
conversations
that I have to stay
focus and it's
exhausting

Returning
to the
basics
The solution to
most problems
seems to be
"mobbing"

Reconnection
is a
wondrous
thing

Still the #1 best
Conference, or even Agile
Open I ever attend.
Congratulations and
"Thank You" to this year's
board for
hosting/facilitating the
event so successfully!

Loved
connecting, or
at least seeing
old friends and
colleagues.

1

Inspiration
and good
resetting of
expectations

Thank you
Ashanti
and thank
you all

Such a wonderful and
psychological safe
group of people!
Awesome experience
and excited for next
time <3

1

1

3

I loved
leading a
couple
sessions

AONW is a
wonderful
opportunity to
introspect and
retrospect.

1

1

Open space
attract so much
positive energy!!!

Amazing sense
of connection
in a virtual
space. Thank
you!

Best remote
conference I
have
attended!

So fun to see the
Agile Community
again. I hope to
see everybody in
person soon!!!!

Feel re-charged
1

It was fun to
meet my kind
of people.
Thank you for
hosting! :)

Great
connecting
with people

1

Remote working/conferences
allows individuals to meet like-
minded individuals from around
the world, people we may
otherwise have never met

Many great
ideas from
everyone..thank
you

Open Space
allows us all to
show up as we
are, which creates
such sharing &
many new ideas

Rejuvenation
in community

1

1

This was my first
time and I was
impressed. Great
job tot he team
that put it on!
1

Agile really is art:
so many
possibilities based
on some common
concepts

Thank you for
a fabulous
virtual
experience!
Valuable!

2nd year
here
(virtually).
Still good!

Love this
community and Qiqochat!
Great seeing
friends again :)

Enjoyed the
connection

Ashanti and April you were
wonderful. Virtual
conferences is not
easy to handle.

Fun,
Interesting,
and
explorative

1st time for me as I just landed
in Seattle from Europe and that
was great! Congrats for the
organisation. Thanks to all the
participants that have shared
their experience and knowledge.
I was a butterfly during these 3
days. So thank you
(Philippe Bach)

🙏

Great use of
technology
for this
conference!

Thanks for
the space to
experiment
with ideas!

another
awesome
gathering

Exploding
dreams can
have positive
surprises

I miss in
person
Open Space

growing

Felt seen
and
heard

Agile
community
= Passion

Inclusive
Shout out to all the
facilitators. Fantastic
job and all the session
leaders who have done
a fabulous job! Always a
great learning just
being part of this
community. Thank
you!

Vulnerability

3

In the eye
of the
tornado
Amazing - I
learned so much!
Grateful to meet
so many nice
people

Make it easy to do the right thing
(value, ethical, technical)

I look at myself
thru the lens of
the connections
I've made with
others.

Already knew
this but
"Learning
never ends!"
1

looking
forward to
next year
Fantastic
sessions I
learned a lot
about various
topics! <3

Aki

Space for
young
agelists

Tryy

More lit
majors
unite

Could USE some IT
website, mailing list
type volunteer help

Introverts unite!
Separately, in
their own
homes,
remotely

Lit
majors
unite

Feeling of disunity
between process vs
technical practices how can we get the
'sides' more
together?

Volunteers
needed!

Enjoyed Agile
Open
management
conference

Small
experiments
- Camp
Open Agile

In person
next year

Organizing virtual
vs in person different types of
organizing and
timing.

Other business
practices focused
one day conferences
- similar to
management
conference

Everything
around the
teams. biz
practices

Any interest in
behind the
scene? DM
Michaela if
interested

Right now - looking
for co-chairs for
small in person early
September Open
Space Event.
Anybody
interested??

Like the
graphic
recorders
at conf

Split between
technical practices
and non-technical
practices - a divide?
Bring two groups
together more?

Idea to share SWAG! Have
Sponsors or whomever put
together physical boxes of swag
(hats, tees, trinkets, etc) and mail
to registered attendees ahead of
the conference... so that we can
use/wear our swag during the
event (also added this card to
Feedback area - Heather Fohlin

Decomposing complex systems into products
-Brian Berzins

Recommended Books
Team
Topologies
https://teamto
pologies.com/

Design Rules: The
Power of Modularity
https://direct.mit.ed
u/books/book/1856/
Design-RulesThe-
Power-of-Modularity

Project:Ignite - communities of practices across companies - Christy Clement

Topics:
Estimation, Anit-
Patterns, Agile
Practices, Lean
Coffee, Kanban,
Story Mapping

Hold CoP
sessions
during a
"protected"
time

Here’s the Project:Ignite
page I mentioned - it has a
calendar of our session
topics if you scroll down:
https://instituteagility.com/
project-ignite/#tve-jump-
17dbd614323

Facilitating Remote Technical Training
24+
Sample Activities:
Kata's
Tests
Mocking
APIs
Feature Work
Bootcamp - Learn
something from
scratch
Clean Code Principles:
YAGNI, DRY
Pointing out / Trying
new tools (ex. IDEs)
Share a SME's
knowledge
Code Cooking (watch 2
people interact, 1
experienced one new)
Learning a New
Language & Language
Basics
Learning / Practicing
Test driven
development and red
green refactor

Sample Ways:
Mob
Pairs & checkins
Pairs & report outs
Code Cooking
TDD & RGR

Sample Facilitation:
Code & Activity Walkthroughs
Mob Facilitation / Guiding
Follow the Leader (mimic)
Bootcamp (identified curriculum)
Special time of day
Special events (openspace, Lean
Coffee, sharing day)
Breakouts & intentional creation
of class and group sizes
Open Space
Separate rooms for separate
things (demo, coding, retro) (ex.
gather town rooms)
Retro often
law of contributing: do you have
something contibute, are you
learning -> leads to self selecting
group
code retreat
Videos
Interactive Games, Scripts, Bots
IDE based Refactoring / hot keys
Start simple

Sample Tools:
GIT
Video Conf (ex. Zoom )
Gather Town
Open Space
AnyDesk
shared Docs (ex. Google, )
Group Journal
Kanban Board
cyber-dojo.com
(wireless headset , tracking camera, OBS)
multiple monitors
shared white boards (ex. miro)
remote ides (VS code & jetbrains)

Mob
Programming
https://github.co
m/isidore/Talks/bl
ob/master/Mob_P
rogramming.md

Code cooking
kata
https://twitter.
com/techgreat
ness

How memory
works:
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?
v=jjMlguOrWHc&t
=1222s

Polling Tools
https://www
.mentimeter
.com/

From Chris Lucian study on
Mob programming
(uses a bot as tech coach)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LpbtwxxhTlQ

Practicing Agile vs "Delivering" Agile
Jason Kerney, Tina Silver, Peter Josic, Matt Plavcan, Jeff Weaver, Jay Bazuzi, Nazee Hajebi,
Emily Rose, Keagan Parker, Cristi, Art Bergquist, Shy, Dustin Best, Stefan Isaacs, Trung Vo,
Dan DiCamillo, Llewellyn Falco

Word
Training vs
Practice

Teaching
TDD in
Legacy
Code

Make a safe space
for team to
practice by saying
"I am in in
control" for a time
box.

Brain wants 1
way
something
works or way
more then 2

Mob
Programming
Role playing
Games

1. Close to
reality as
possible

Convincing
someone fails
but asking
someone
usually works

2. Close to
they are as
possible

There are
things that
just takes
repitition

3. Check
in on
them

Skilled mark-making with Arlo's Commit Notation - Jay Bazuzi

Christy, Jay, Marius, Art, Sabath

Source for the annotation:
https://github.com/RefactoringCombos/ArlosCommitNotation/blob/main/README.md

Alternative learning
paths: https://github.com/R
efactoringCombos/ArlosCo
mmitNotation/blob/9a5724
070cda8ad3761c073757a5f
e8b6e0e6956/Learning%20
Path.md#alternatives

Learning
Path: https://github.
com/RefactoringCo
mbos/ArlosCommit
Notation/blob/main/
Learning%20Path.m
d

How to work on gathering req's when the requestor doesn't have them
A

How to work on gathering requirements when the requestor doesn't have them.

Arlene Peterson, Leif Allmeroth, Joel Robinson, Abner Amador, Stefan Isaacs, Tina Silver,
Colin Hart, David Berninger, Dusin Best, Jeff Bellegarde, Joe Colombo, Mira Ensley-Field,
Mitch Craig, Sharon Ching , Alison Braun, Celeste Dargent, Theresa Miller (Feel free to add
any I missed!)

Does the
Product Owner
know how to
manage the
backlog?

Process
Flows

Is the team
trained in
Agile? Do they
all know their
role?

Stakeholder
interviews

Can you coach the
team, and help
remind them of
the training they
took?

Story
Boarding
How do we
change the
mindset of the
people involved
in the project?

How do we show
the value of the
Scrum Master to
an organization
that doesn't
understand Agile

Find an
important
stakeholder
to help you

Workshops. Run
workshops with
small problems and
involve
management in the
process. Train them
too.

Just because a
system is built
one way
doesn't mean
it is right

Meeting the
customer need first
(business flows) and
then layer the
legal/financial on
top of that to make
it "conform"

Start
asking
why?

Is the
customer
involved in the
requirements?

100% functionality
for 10% of your
customer base
beats 10%
functionality for
100% :-)

Start with one
State at a Time
(For Arlene's
example)

Drive
based
on Value

Problem
solving no
matter what
industry
Adjust team if
you don't
have the right
resources

Ask for volunteers to
join the new "agile"
team. Interview
them to make sure
they get it. Put them
on your special
project.

Agile Career Pathing

Agile Coaching Growth Wheel
Self Assessment Miro Board
https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOB1_3_0=/?
invite_link_id=218773848005
Article Proposing Some Skill Levels
for various experience levels
https://appliedframeworks.com/what-skills-
does-your-agile-coach-need/

Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition

Joel BC is happy to talk at
meetups or as a company
Brown Bag on using the
Agile Coaching Growth
Wheel
(jbancroftconnors@gmail.c
om)

Facilitation Techniques. Let's share techniques that work well!

Heather Fohlin, ....

Ask questions of
the audience, or
make it interactive

Time
Timer.com

Agile
Coffee

Miro vs.
Mural

Great tool for this:
Mentimeter.com

Break-
out
rooms
dad jokes are
quick fun
moments
throughout to get
everyone back
engaged

in Teams: we end
Sprint Planning
with "GIF
Commits" from
each team
member

Facilitator introduce
agenda and time
boxes at beginning,
share you'll be
helping keep focus
and time boxes to
meet goals

Energizer
activities
(matching the
energy of the
activity to the
desired energy)

Identify the outcomes
ahead of time in your
Agenda, then plan an
activity (visual ones are
great) along the way for
each... keep it fun!

Hand signals for video
meetings
https://www.linkedin.com/
pulse/several-simple-hand-
signals-video-based-
collaboration-chris/?
trackingId=ZaxVFWkrwZC%
2FEFm2IIdXrw%3D%3D

Facilitate like a
"Game Show"
host or "Pilot"
of an airplane

give breaks
for
meetings
>1 hour

Metaskills
Bring more humor
and lightness
Dance in this
moment

Running out of time...

Leverage
virtuallity. Virtual
tools enable a
bunch of other
things you can do.

Using an icebreaker
that encourages
cameras on helps
engagement for the
rest of the session

Structure in
some
silence.
Timebox
Mindmup demo by
Llewllyn Falco

llewellynfalco.blogspot.com

Mindmap retrospective
One common way I do a quick
retrospective after exercises to "burn
the fuel of experience" is a observation
retro. I first learned to do the...

https://llewellynfalco
.blogspot.com/2017/
08/mindmap-
retrospective.html

Use clock pic or gif
End 5 mins before the hour
Have a parking lot and identify when you'll address
visual timer/count down
Make sure meeting agenda and outcome is clear
ELMO (Enough Let's Move On)

Keep an eye on
the chat and
incorporate that
into your
meeting!

Idea to share SWAG! Have
Sponsors or whomever put
together physical boxes of
swag (hats, tees, trinkets,
etc) and mail to registered
attendees ahead of the
conference... so that we
can use/wear our swag
during the event.

More than one
acceptance
criteria? same
when statement cohesive user
story

Reflecting Storyboard Filmmaking in User Story Refinement
as a Development Engineer - Craig A. Stockton

User Story Refinement

Test Suites

Description
As a role [who cares]
I want [feature]
so that I get [business value]

Smoke
Acceptance
Release
Deployment validation

Acceptance Criteria
GIVEN [data scenario/system state]
WHEN [action/event]
THEN [test subject validation]

Example

User Story Cohesiveness
(only one ‘When’ action or
event per story; only one
subject of your ‘Then’ clause)

Given invalid credentials
When login page is submitted
Then an error msg is displayed on login page

Functional Testing
WHEN [action/event]
When login page is submitted
THEN [test subject validation]
Then an error msg is displayed on login page
GIVEN [data scenario/system state]
Given invalid credentials
GIVEN [another data scenario/system state] Given an account that has been deactivated
Given an account with an expired subscription
Exploratory Testing

Can you have Music without Instruments
Michaela

Garret

Aki

Abner Amador

Stefan

If you have
music in your
head, is that
really music?

www.wnycstudios.org

Musical Language |
Radiolab | WNYC
Studios
We explore the line between music and
language, and turn to physics and
biochemistry to ask how sound
becomes feeling.

When Hiring,
ask for
Session musici
ans over
Rockstars

We want
everyone to be
able to Jam
with the Band
(Agile Team)

What if the Agile
manifesto
emphasizes
individuals over
working as a
team.
Visual
scortes: https://www
.classicfm.com/disco
ver-
music/latest/graphic
-scores-art-music-
pictures/

Agile = Agile
Manifesto and
Principles? No
instruments
required.

<Expand>
>Contract<
<Expand>

Luma uses methods that follow the Expand
Contract Expand model

www.luma-institute.com

Human-centered
design framework |
LUMA System
The most practical, flexible and versatile
approach to innovation in the world. A
system that anyone can learn and apply
to be empowered.

The ART of portfolio/program prioritization - A conversation about what has worked and not worked
- Jeff Brinkerhoff

Other Frameworks

Form a
council of
decision
makers

Balance group of
decision makers
to empower
lowest possible
person to make
decision

Have group of decision
makers bless the
prioritization criteria
and then enable folks
closer to the customer
to prioritize, with
regular review

https://kepner-
tregoe.com/blogs/
high-high-high-
my-teams-
priority-list-for-
the-day/

Scrum of Scrums
with a shared
visual board
representing
features together

Simple bubble
prioritization
(which one would
you choose to
start with?)

When we tried RICE, two
areas where we stumbled :
1. the numeric focus
missed out on 'pet projects'
2. the computations
involved enough overhead

Agile Coaches or imbedded Scrum Masters?
Stefan

https://agi
lityhealthr
adar.com/

I love this! this is almost like
being "agile" with which
responsibilities belong to who - if
a software team's leadership
(say, a manager, a scrum master,
a product owner, etc) is agile,
then day-to-day they can share
the current state of the work at
hand, and negotiate what will be
completed and who needs to
help with what

Te

It's wonderful when
you start having the
team asking you
questions rather
than you
"pontificating" onto
them.

So, question for
consideration: How do we
make the value visible?

Agile
Facilitator

Part of the root problem is
that these companies don't
see how the dollars spent
on scrum masters
translates to added value.

It was Michael
James,CSThttps://scrum
masterchecklis
t.org/

Need to
know the
context of
the value
Https://
AgileFlu
ency.org

Https://AgileFluency.org

Team Field
trip - Show
- Don't tell

Lyssa Adkins “Coaching
Agile Teams” is based on
that concept Art. When she
says Agile Coach, most of
the time she is talking
about what we generally
call Scrum Master today.

Agility Health, let me
mention the Agile
Fluency Model,
which helps teams
and organizations
plan and support
learning journeys.

Practicing
Agile vs.
Delivering

Stefan

Tina

Exploring the "Tools" of Agile Art: What, Why, & Wh
15
Polls/ Quizzes / Surveys
Metimeter

AgendaShift

Goggle
forms

slack

Survey
Monkey

Board/Backlog Mgmt (scrum,
kanban)
Trello

Azure
Dev Ops

Rally
(formerly
CA Agile
Central)

Jira

Version
One

Smartsheet

Retrospective/Futurespective/
Check-Ins
Lean coffee
retro in
slack

jamboard

Letters from
the future,
from your
amazing self

Retromat

Parabol

Confluence
Retro
Template

Rational

Brainstorming / Live
Collaboration

Organization/ Scheduling
Calendly

Xmind

Miro

Mural

Lucid
Charts

google
calendar

Jira
Roadmaps

Chat / Video Communication
Slack
Webex

Spatial
Chat

Other

PlanITPoker

Take iphone
pic and it
translates to
text

Scrumpy

Parabol

Spatial
Chat

Teams

zoom

Google

slack

Art of mindfulness in conflict

Me in conflict conversation:
get ready for the
conversation, know that
the conversation might be
stressful and how to get
back to the pre frontal
Facilitator: Guardrails,
cortex brain part and out of
as about circumstance, the fight or flight brain.
(Bernd)
ask about what results

Nevada...

Naming
what's
happening
to us

Tools

the parties like to
archive with the conflict
conversation. (Bernd)

1 min
mindfulness
exercise

zoom
out to
values

create
some space
(step away)

gratitude

"am I
othering"
the other
person?

Way of
being vs.
doing

Intentions
Awareness
of
Breathing
Definitions

Why
bother?

Nonjudgmental
description
(Transparency
can be this)

Be at
choice

less
defensiveness

less
ego

Radical
Collaboration
book

yes,
and...

Challenging
our stories

active
listening

soft-belly
breathing

The
Opposite

Why is
it hard?

Ego

Hard to take
a pause in
the moment

Difficult to
anticipate
conflict

Acknowledge
your internal
state of being

Reframe the
conflict as "all
of us vs the
problem"

how can we
see zoom
people as
people
people?

non-
judgment

intentionally
growing
relationships
outside of
conflict

checking in
(asking
permission to
check in later)

circle
back after
- check in

see them as a
person, not
the problem in
the way of
what you want

Software Estimation Paradox
Chris Lucian
Chris Lucian

What is the purpose
of estimating? Who
are the estimates
for? What purpose
do they serve?

How do you
"budget" the MVP
without any
estimate of cost?
The answer I heard was
"We have
organizational buy in to
make 1-2 week bets
and then check in on
whether to keep
making more bets."

6

did you start
with estimating
and move to no
estimating?
5

2

3

11

How do you sell
#noestimates to
Product/Program
with "Go Live'
reqs?

Is this
needed with
Kanban
3

Estimates
must be
done for
sprints?

5

1

how do you
get to
predictability?
Narr

ator:

"You

How do you
prioritize amongst
features with
similar cost of
delay?

Does this paradox
apply to all forms
of sizing (not only
estimating but
also T-Shirt Sizing,
etc.)?

4

Absolute
vs Relative
sizing?

don

't!"
Gray versus
Black/White of
the Paradox -
Harold

Sometimes the
business just wants
to know whether it's
days, weeks, or
years. How do you
handle?

How do you produce
outcomes that would
normally be produced by
estimation? Ie: know when
your feature is ready to
coordinate an api with
another team

Estimates aren't useful, making estimates is very valuable
But are they...known unknowns

Rather than Discuss Estimates:
Discuss: What are the know Unknowns?
After you Have a discussion about known
unknows
Chris recommends
1) picking one of those unknowns,
2) work on it for a sprint (ex: 2 weeks)
IF at the end of that time you still don't
know
THEN Choose an alternative

2

Coordinating with
content creation
that is more
estimable (e.g.
games
production)

how do you handle
the use of
estimation as a
relative size, to
discuss complexity
of work?
1

Cost of Delay:
Mentioned in book:
"Flow - Principles of
product
development"
by Reinertsen

Unlearning vs.Learning (Techniques) - Matt Plavcan

Skeptics
Roundtable

Cognitive biases
https://www.visua
lcapitalist.com/50-
cognitive-biases-
in-the-modern-
world/

Effectiveness of
Science Khan
Academy:
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?
v=-34lg4wNqt0

https://sloanrevie
w.mit.edu/article/t
he-truth-about-
behavioral-
change/

Damon Centola - How
Behavior Spreads: The
Science of Complex
Contagions
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=-
34lg4wNqt0

"Conscious
Business" by Fred
Kofman
Learners vs
Knowers

Dan Ariely
https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?
v=tPBFVIxnbDw

The Paradox
of Choice
- Barry
Schwartz

Sharing Remote Team -Building ideas & Icebreaker techniques
Sharing Remote Team -Building ideas & Icebreaker techniques

Stefan
Isaacs

Lorie
Gordon

Toolbox
Left-
Right
Story

Ice
Breaker
Questions

Bingo card
engagement

Code names
(code
words)

Draw the
Pig
Personality
Test

using Mural or
Miro to build
an icebreaker
list

Tips

Fishbowl

Set up a miro
board with
various games
for quick
access

Q&A for 1st half
(what did you do
this weekend?)
Person & Answers
for 2nd half (what
did Jim say he did
this weekend?)

Celebrate
Lifemoments
(baby showers,
goodbyes, etc

Liberating
Structures

Scribblio

Affinity
game

Wavelength:
https://www
.wavelength.
zone/

Kudoboard

Numbers
game

1

Among Us
https://www.in
nersloth.com/
games/among-
us/

Lego
Avatars

Ten
strikes

Threading
(a story)

two-truths & a
lie (give advance
notice and use
in smaller
groups)

on fridays - use a
would you rather
question and
everyone has to
answer before
sharing their daily
plan in standup

Jackbox
games

GarticPhone h
ttps://gartic
phone.com/

Create a
"Movie
Poster"
with GIFS

"Hoodie
Fridays" - talk
about your
attachment to
it

Fun
facts

https://garti
c.io drawing
game, super
silly

Draw
the
sprint

soccerball
with
questions

Drawphone
(guess what
has been
drawn)

Sites with great ideas
playmeo

Snacknation

Teachers
Pay
Teachers

Sage
HR Blog

SmartSheet

Maryville.edu

Team
Building

Thiagi is a
game genious!
http://www.thi
agi.com/resou
rces

retromat.org

DeskTime

Paymo

Retromat: A3 Plan
Example: 107-33-113100-104
Planning your next agile retrospective?
Start with a random plan, change it to fit
the team's situation, print it and share
the URL. Or browse around for new
ideas! Is this your first retrospective?
Start here! Preparing your first remote
retrospective?…

www.luma-institute.com

Human-centered
design framework |
LUMA System

Luma
The most practical, flexible and versatile
approach to innovation in the world. A
system that anyone can learn and apply
to be empowered.

luma

Team
Building

www.liberatingstructures.com

Liberating Structures Introduction
When you feel included and engaged,
do you do a better job? Do you think
teams in which people work well
together produce much better results?
Have you noticed the best ideas often
come from unexpected sources? Do you
want to work at the top of your int…

liberating
Structures

Draw
Toast

retromat.org

Retromat - Inspiration
& plans for (agile)
retrospectives
Planning your next agile retrospective?
Start with a random plan, change it to fit
the team's situation, print it and share
the URL. Or browse around for new
ideas! Is this your first retrospective?
Start here! Preparing your first remote
retrospective?…

Table Topics
(Ice Breaker
Card Game)

Fun team
building - each
team members
shares a
passion

allow
people
to "Pass"

Art can
loosen up
the
activities

Make a
connection\int
ention for why
we are doing
the icebreaker

start brainstorming
by a "brain dump" of
what you are
already thinking to
make space for new
ideas

Lean POker - Llewellyn, Brian Lars, Diana

The competition
aspect was helpful
to get us to focus on
Effective CI/CD
because it gets
teams to focus on
trying

http://leanpoker.org

If you don't have
an email to DM
me, consider
being a
Moderator or just
listen.

Art questions everything; let's question defect management
- Craig A. Stockton

Definitions of a defect:
risk analysis determines whether something is a defect
(impact/probability)
something contributing to a negative experience in the product
unanticipated behavior (correctness of system crash)
discrepancy between expected and observed behavior
defects are those things we intend to prioritize into work to be done
Definition to Consider:
A defect is anything which would block deployment of a Release to
Production -- if that's true, fix it now, don't document something to be
fixed at a later time
A defect is anything which would block Acceptance of a User Story -- if
that's true, you MUST fix it now, don't document something to be fixed
at a later time
Anything NOT meeting one of those two definitions is a User Story, to be
added to the backlog and prioritized (maybe to the top, but treated like a
feature request.

Navigating Software Teams with no Technical Expertise - Christina Stodd

Build up allies
on your team
who you can
ask specific
questions

find a technical ally
on the team (i.e.
someone like me)
who wants to help
raise the team's
technical skills

Ask the team
what they want
to be held
accountable for

Be comfortable
asking the team
to explain things
- don't be
nervous to ask

A lot of skills
from different
industries
transfer

Kata =
programming
exercise

What questions
do you forget to
ask that you
want me to ask?

Teams
appreciate
vulnerabilities

http://www.
sammanco
aching.org/

Ignorance
is a tool use
mirroring

The problem is
backwards developers should
be able to speak
in English about
their issues

Don't
downplay that
we have
expertise as
well

Don't try to
fake
knowledge, be
authentic devs will know

Speaking the
language "a
little bit" goes
a long way

Don't say
sorry
(especially for
a woman)

"I don't have
experience in
[SQL] can you
explain that
...."

Learning - Is there time with all the other meetings
lars, jay, diana L, diana S, michael K, dee, stefan I, Jamie G, Jeff W, Joel R, wills
d, peter J, tina B, mark C, Shy, david B, mitch C, Evlijn, art B, david K, christy d-g,
alan t, thomas c

"I am going to do
learning activities at
this time. Anyone
who wants to join
me is welcome." Jay B

Llewellyn Falco: ROI of Learning Hour
https://llewellynfalco.blogspot.com/p
/infographics.html#ROIonLearningH
our
"We need so much
learning that
constraining to only
learning hours will not
be sufficient. We must
be learning all the
time." Diana Larsen

Upcoming Book (c
Sept) -*Lead without
Blame: Building
Resilient Learning
Teams* by Dian
Larsen and Tricia
Broderick

Building Trust, Myths & Realities
Kelly

Experience:
they do what
they say
they'll do

Trust isn't binary
-- it's not even
a linear spectrum.
It's a wide open
field

Michael
Kelly

Trust is
built in
layers

Joel
Robinson

Philippe
Bach

Book:
"Humble
Consulting"
Author: Edgar
Schein

Lorie
Gordon

David
Emerick

Brent
Miller

Franz
Amador

Becky
Moshenek
Be

Korede

Jeff
Scott

Abner
Amador

Trust bank
grows or
shrinks based
on shared
experiences

Stephen Covey's
book The Speed of
Trust breaks down
the elements of
what trust is based
upon. It's a great
read!

Trust
vs
Vulnerability

Safe
Environments
to fail?

Transactional
Trust
vs
Psychological
Vulnerability

"With that
I'm in"
1good at home
1 good at work
1 bad at home
1 bad at work
(5min / person)

"Liftoff"
book
Diana
Larsen

We give others
an invisible gun
and it is our
responsibility to
remove it.

"Nobody Ever gets Credit for Fixing Problems that Never Happened" - how do we fix this?
Mike Clement, Jay Bazuzi, Mike Barber, Arlene Peterson, Willis Day, Saundra Monroe, Dennis Driscoll, Elise Shapiro, Llewellyn Falco, Bruce
Phenry, Jeff Bellegarde, Jason Kerney, Troy Fever, Harold Shinsato, Colin Hart1, Anne Jones1, Ilana Trager, Russ Hudgin, Parker Barrett1,
Rhea D Stadick, Alan Ta, Keegan Parker, Carmen Ing, Walter Cambell

Made to stick
https://www.amazon.c
om/dp/B000MGBNM6/

_The Infinite Game_
Simon Sinek
"Firefighting
culture and
the arsonists
that go with it"

https://www.amaz
on.com/Ten-
Steps-Learning-
Organization-
Revised/dp/09155
56324

After each fire / corner
cutting / emergency,
we have a rule that we
must spend more time
on Safeguarding than
we saved in by
expediting.

llewellynfalco.bl…

Safeguarding: A stepby-step guide
By: Llewellyn Falco , Josh Widzer, Jay
Bazuzi TL;DR: Bugs happen. While you
could simply fix them, you could instead
take an ex...

jay.bazuzi.com

What is Safeguarding?
(A definition)
At Tableau we use the term
"Safeguarding" to describe a particular
way of reducing future defects by
learning from past defects. Arlo
described it in a parable. Here's my
current concrete understanding:

Tailboarding:
https://medium.c
om/@JoshuaKerie
vsky/tailboarding-
1909f7e8f66c

www.liberatingstructures.com

medium.com

Tailboarding
Pre-Work Hazard Analysis

Liberating Structures 6. TRIZ
Making Space with TRIZ * Stop
Counterproductive Activities and
Behaviors to Make Space for Innovation
(35 min.) Every act of creation is first an
act of destruction. - Pablo Picasso What
is made possible? You can clear space
for innovation by helping a …

jbazuzicode.blog…

Releases per bug
Traditional teams count "# of active
bugs" and "# of bugs fixed per week"
and the like. These drive the wrong
behaviors , rewarding crea...

The Pain Snake:
Every time the team hits some
frustration of friction, put a sticky
on the wall. Let it snake back and
forth on the wall. Use this as
input for deciding what
underlying problems to fix +
document that they don't
happen any more.

Internal vs.
Problems that used
external to happen but don't
problems any more vs.

problems that never
happened at all

10:30 Art of Agile with part-time or volunteer teams
that don't work in the same place & hours -Sara Clark
Sara, Tina, Katy, Alex, Evelijn, Janine, Luke, Nevada, Jean, Emily, Andrea, Jeffrey, Mitch, Rachna,
Korede, Steve

Examples of part-time/volunteer distributed teams/ Our contexts:

Staying flexible with ceremonies.
Aka we don't adhere to a perfect
"standup everyday" type of
schedule that you'd see in a
perfect scrum team. We meet
less.throughout the week but
folks know it has to be more of a
priority as a result

pre-negotiate
explicit shared
working times

Clarity on
outcomes &
group
accountability

For hard to
schedule teams,
using a slack plug
in for a daily
check in rather
Really using than a meeting

Questions:
How do we
manage the
tension between
Flexible and Fixed

The Agile principle of:
“The best architectures,
requirements, and
designs emerge from
self-organizing teams"
comes to mind!

Higher Ed
- student
teams

Asynchronous
communication
https://about.gitlab.
com/company/cultu
re/all-
remote/asynchrono
us/

Flexibility in applying
the Agile practices.
Combine
ceremonies, allow
offline Stand-up
updates, ...

Is
kanban
better?
What about
operating
without people
having the
training?

Leave
out
jargon!

regular
reminders/disc
ussion re:
Vision &
Purpose

Dedicated
resources
Daily
Standups
same
time/link
Extreme
buy-in from
leaders

Tiny company just
starting Agile
journey - part
time developer, 1
BSA/scrum
master

Volunteer
Cooperative

Agile Practices that have worked well:

feedback from
retros to listen
to the team

Make sure to do
"storming", some
working
agreements.
"stickier"/ more
fixed teams

People with digital
marketing "day
jobs" coming
together for a cross-
cutting program to
operationalize
testing

Starting a .org for
incremental steps to
help decrease carbon
output. interested in
learning how to work
with VERY small team.

scrummaster
with no
dedicated
team

Agile Practices that have NOT worked well/Challenges:

Software
for
Backlog

Stand up
meetings
hard/impossible

Keep
ceremonies
focused and
productive

Making teams
bigger to account
for less than fully-
dedicated team
members
1

when bandwidth is
thin, the first two
things out the
window: continuous
improvement & self-
organization

Predicting a
schedule/sprints
difficult

the need for a
person to context
switch makes
them less inclined
to fluidly pair with
teammates

Trying to
find a time
that works
for everyone

Resources
Loom async video
sharing

DAO ==
decentralized
autonomous
organization
eg:
Extinction
Rebellion

LOL @ people's
calendars (aka
double-booked
and too busy)

1

https://link.spr
inger.com/arti
cle/10.1007/s0
0267-018-
1099-1

Murmur- (in
dev) async SaaS
for making
decisions/worki
ng agreements

Sprints
commitments are
difficult when
folks have other
work pulling them

Do you need to REALLY believe in the product In order to
be an Effective team member

TOPICS
Alignment
lock step ------ Chaos

A PO said: i want everyone on the team to be PASSIONATE about solving this problem
Fall in love with teh problem

diana, aki, theresa, Joe Colombo, Shy, Ori, John 14, liz lee,
--ex: supporting team members that do not believe in the product
the team member did not believe in the product...
Tommy Team member: believes there is a market for the product AND
Tommy believes the product is evil
Betty team member
believes people need it AND
Betty would never use it
Need to be committed to something - could be committed to helping the team
there will be bettys, dont try to convince betty to yse it

notes:

Does everyone else have to Feel the same about the problem?

PO being attached to a problem
or attached to a Solution
cultivate curiosity.

OK to have diversity in our FEELINGS about the problem
BENEFIT of people who feel differently
<helps us empathize with MANY potential users>

When should we be passionate? passition about
working with each other
Fall in love with the PROBLEM rather than the solution
in communication and goal setting
agree on who we are trying to help
what are their SPECIFIC problems

feel empathy for the people using the product

understand the Biz goals

what benefits does Betty Bring?

Looking for
passion in
working together
Over Looking for
passion with the
Product

Helping people
fall in love with
the problems not
the solutions

Discovery is
valuable. Build what
customer wants and
needs- you won't
find success if you
build things no one
wants

When you enter Discoverydon't go in with a solutionListen to guests and input
and get feedback.
Remember what you think
guests want could be
wrong

2

You can only control
yourself and how
you feel. You can't
"make" others feel
passionate about
something

Focus on the Value
the value that
I I can believe there is a market and work on it
even if I Would not buy/use this product

the PO

Need to believe there is a market for the product

Personally, I love strawberries with cream,
but for some reason the fish prefers worms.
That's why, when I go fishing,
I'm thinking notabout what I love,
but about what the fish love.
-- Dale Carnegie

Understand "why"
what you are
creating is
important to the
customer and the
company

david:
Alignment - how much do we need to make a great experience

What's on your
hook? Product?
Problem? People?
Technology?
Solution? Paycheck?

Increasing
curiousity for the
engineering team,
as opposed to
passion

I can believe in a
product and that
it has a market,
even if I would
never use it

diverse feelings
about the
problems at hand
is totally
appropriate for a
team

cultivating empathy
for those that use
the software being
built, versus passion
for the product

Allowing the engineering
team to uncover a solution to
the product owner's problem
instead of the product owner
prescribing a solution

supporting team members who
DON'T believe in a product - like,
ethically opposed to the goal of the
product! need to understand the
goals of the company to be effective

the cognitive dissonance of
working on something that
you think is evil/ethically
wrong even if there's a
market

Checking off the Agile Box
Che

What pitfalls to
avoid when
working with
an org that is
new to agile?

What questions
should we be
asking ourselves
to identify if we
are currently in a
pitfall?
Recommend you
look at the Agile
Fluency Model Diana Larsen can
point you in the
right direction.

Working with an org that is new to Agile

Why are these
pitfalls? What
the impact if
they happen?

What are some
best practices you
can share for
working with an
organization that
is new to agile?

Waterfall - this
task cannot
start before
another task is
complete

Collecting too
many
requirements
before acting

Workshop
estimation so
everyone
understands it
and underlying
principles

I love
https://agilityhealthr
adar.com/ to
establish a baseline
and measure
progress toward
better Agile.

Assessing the maturity
of our org and idenotf
aspects/elentns most
relevant to our org.
What are three aspects,
this will show if we are
aligned to leadership

holistic re-
evaluation
of our goals

Optimizing
meetings come
after our
fundamental
purpose and goal
is clear

Part of agile is
maximinzing
the work not
done

Experimentation
based culture

Fundamental
needs to be
"why are we
doing agile"

Liftoff: Start and
Sustain Successful
Teams (2nd
Edition)- Diana
Larsen, Ainsley
Nies

Experimentation
culture: do we
have it?

What do we all
agree is a
great standup
or refinement,
etc

Let the team learn
and work it out
before tweaking. Fail
fast and experiment
to let the team feel
empowered

What
problems are
we trying to
solve?

https://institut
eagility.com/ai
d-diagnostic/
AID
Diagnostics

Strong vision of
what we want
our org to look
like will help us
get there

What is our
true desired
state of
being?

Clarifying
each
meeting's
purpose

Frame out
Current state,
desired state

Letting the team
try (and possibly
fail) on their own
helps them to feel
empowered

A Scrum Master by any other name (Semantics of names in Scrum)

https://medium.com/@
shaundmorris/to-
change-scrum-master-
or-not-to-change-
scrum-master-that-is-
the-question-
8b503cd43e89

https://cdm.lin
k/2020/06/lets-
dump-master-
slave-terms/

From UW
https://itconnect
.uw.edu/work/in
clusive-
language-guide/

Remote is making agile better...
Title | Date: MM/DD/YY
CONCERN

things that sparked sad?
more
difficult to
read the
room.

Can't overhear
conversaations
to take the
pulse of the
team, know
waht to
contribute

Harder to
change
minds

Spend more
time in
meetings to
have all
convos

We have a tendency
to get over excited
about ideas in
groups, which end
up in "Why are we
doing this"
Situations.

Agileagile is very
doesn'thard with
work withremote
remote.

Missing a lot of
"informal"
conversations
(Philippe)

Didn't SEE
people for
months at a
time. "You
okay, friend?"

I have to
spend so
much time
making Miro
boards!!!!

Downtown
Portland is
lonely

Seeing
People in
person
(kinda)

lunches
micro-
phones/
acoustics

1

Harder
to stay
aligned

Camera
can
cause
anxiety

I'm concerned
about the when
we're split
between office
and home again.

Zoom
fatigue

virtual social
happy hours
dont work.
also drain
souls

am i creative
enough to sustain
engaging, fun
remote meetings?

Creates
different kinds
of conflict with
family
members

Team
dynamics
might suffer

Inconsistent
tooling that
"kind of"
works

when
companies
started making
people go back
to the office

Doesn't
scale well
beyond a
small group

fast, fluid
white
boarding

Miro
Love
connecting
quickly in miro
to see the
same vision.

too many
distractions
during
meetings. can't
close laptops

is EQUALLY
remote
(ergo,
equal)

too much
time on
zoom. i miss
hanging out
in person

Timezone
considerations

facilitation is
easier with
everyone remote
vs mixed

1

Zoom
fatigue

Connections
feeel more
tenuous

same income

Just having random
conversation in the
kitchen and hallway.
You really know
people differently in
person than over
the screen.

Much less
informal
connection
with people

MICROSOFT
TEAMS :(
1

MUCH
easier to see
what's on
their screen

Interstitial
conversations
between
things.

1

Better
coffee

better
work-life
balance,
External
mic
1

"I only
Access
to pets
andhave
family3that
emotions"
can
relieve stress

Dual
monitors

(sometimes cause
it, but often
relieve it)

..and
external
webcam

not paying
OR state
taxes

DSLR cam
- better image
- move further
away + zoom in to
reduce distortion
of your face

teleprompter

without words
can be very
productive

We are all
dealing with
hard things in
life and to be
kind to others

folks have the ability
to make their
workspace perfectly
tailored to them
with all preferred
accomodations

learning
people in their
natural
environments

Being able to
see family
members who
work different
schedules than
mine

1

Miss my
bike ride
commute

No longer
eating
breakfast and
lunch at my
desk
1

Async
first

Online games
make for good
team building
(Virtual
Boardgames,
Among Us, etc.)

Discovering how
many people I
know are okay
with a bunch of
folks dying

People being on
mute and off
camera. Hard to
see how people
are feeling if they
don't directly
share.

anydesk/
githand

higher
salaries

Shorter
commute
(respect for
people's
time)

Got in
touch with
my inner
introvert!

1

The tyranny of zoom
meeting schedules.
Must be on time to
everything and it's
back to back to back
ceaselessly

Onboarding

Greater
accessibility
offered by
remote-
first work

Level-ish
playing
field for
information
acces

Can call in
to meetings
from the
outdoors

space to process
tough
news/discussions in
private ( no more
crying in the office
bathroom)
(which is inevitable)

No rushing
from
conference
room to room

Living (and
socially
distancing) at
off season
resort (beach
away
& ski) resort

Far
people can
be
together Group writing

1

more
asynchronous
work

Kids sitting
on laps!
Waving!
Being real!

Yes, no
flights,
smaller
waitingcarbon
in
footprint,
airports,
etc.

2

Gardening

things to keep and remember?

Has put a focus
on making
working
agreements
more explicit

reduced
cognitive load
vs being in
person

Miro
Mural

No
travel

KEEPERS
I can fidget
*hard*
without
annoying
people

Menti
meter

1

Zoom
fatigue is
real

Harder to
meet
people on
other
teams

Team members
are now honest
about thier
worklife
ballance

Forced us to
try Mob
Programming
No
Spontaneous
meetings can
commute!!
be easier

Building
trust is
hard

Don't have
control of
"which"
tools

personal
hygiene is
no longer a

I hope
I never
work
issue
go back to
the office full
time again!

Way more
present
w/my
EVERYONE family

1

Physical
proximity and
body-to-body
communication
(i.e. moving
stickies on
board)

Smaller work
opportunities
suddenly
viable (class of
2 or 3)

commuting
my dog
eats my
soul meetups prefers me
anywhere working
remotely

1

no cameras, cant
gauge room.
team is very
disconnected

1

Hand
drawing (or
whiteboard)
is harder to
share

GLAD
being able to
hug my cat(s)
whenver I
want

cameras
optional
= cameras
uncommon

1

Lucid

Difficult
conversations
are hard

Demand
for botox
is way up

Coworkers w/o
nearby
family/friends

Opportunities
ourtside my
work hours

Stickies
with words
only (no
drawings)

Can't gauge
the
temperature
in the room

I miss
30'x12'
whiteboard
walls

1

slow
internet

Miro
Mural

SAD

things that sparked worry / concern?

Naps
Naps over
(supported
by)
Couches

2

Couches

Step away
from the
computer,
go for a walk
new Zoom feature
we should ask for!
Raise\lower
others voices so
they are steady as
a group

And
headphones
(any kind)

www.worldtime…

World Clock & Time
Converter
World Time Buddy (WTB) is a convenient
world clock, a time zone converter, and an
online meeting scheduler. It's one of the
best online productivity tools for those
often finding themselves traveling, in
flights, in online meetings or just calling
frien…

Everything Mob Programming Q&A and learning
- Brian Berzins

Q: what are
the pros and
cons of mob
programming?

Mob programming Example Jason - 7 days new to a mob
went really fast

Pros:
1. Consistency
2. Leveling Up Team
3. Higher Code
Quality
4. Fun

Pros:
learning

Mob Maintains
OWNERSHIP of
the product
And
People move in /
out of the mob

Cons:
1. Requires people
to have/get the skill
in crucial
conversation

Yes and no. Mob
programming
evolved from pair
programming
however, XP has
now included it.

osmotic communication

MOB PROGRAMMING:
THE ROLE PLAYING GAME
Mob Programming RPG
Mob
Programming
RPG

possible CON:
impossible to rate
individual
performance
when you mob
fulltime

https://www.youtub
e.com/channel/UCgt
1lVMrdwlZKBaerxxp
2iQhttps://www.you
tube.com/channel/U
Cgt1lVMrdwlZKBaer
xxp2iQ

Approach:
nominate peer for
promotion and
PROVIDE a story
to support it

Do more
interpersonal
training than
tech training
(at lest 50%)

https://liveingreatness.com/
https://jay.bazuzi.com/Mobbing-Pattern-Language/

Q: Is mob
programming
derived from
XP?

Is someone
ever ejected
from the
Mob?

yes, if they
dominate
mob

each person
speak about
the same
amount of the
time

Agile is a 4-letter word
Jeff Weaver and friends!

Cultural
issue/Mindset

Sometimes the
org is not ready to
support the social
experience of the
team

What (if
anything)
should we
do about it?

Why do
you think
this is?

How/when
do you see
this
happening?

Confusing
Agile vs
Scrum

Agile ==
Scrum?
No!

Is it anti-Agile
or anti-specific
workplace
experience?

Pressure
to
deliver

Agile has
been a 4-
letter word
from day 1!

Problems like:
"Scrum doesn't work"
"Agile is dead"
"Agile teams aren't accountable, don't plan, don't deliver"
"We need a new agile manifesto"

Solve the
problem vs
dissolve it vs
embrace them
- Russell Ackoff

Agile is art - not
paint-by-numbers.
Learn the craft, and
then build on it and
make an impact
1

Social
justice

Being agile
before
doing agile

Define
terms first
like Agile,
Waterfall

Use Agile as a
curse toward
the end of
reclaiming it

2 ways to deal
with problems:
Solve it
Dissolve it

Effective Retros

Visual
Thinking
Strategies

@contributor:
How have you
used this
resource?

haven't
even heard
of it before
this.

Don't ask what
is wrong. What
can we change
to make our
lives better?

More frequent
retros. No
crossing
weekends.

Retrospective
Smells

Try things
you think
will make
you worse.

Retrospective
Antipatterns

A team I knew used to have a kudos jar.
Throughout the sprint you could walk over to the
scrum masters desk, anonymously write a thank
you/shoutout/fun note and put it in the jar.
They'd be shared at the start or end of retro and
the team really looked forward to it. You got to
keep the note if it was about you. Always thought
it was pretty cute and fun

Using DISC assessments to improve comms/trust on teams

https://w
ww.discpr
ofile.com/

https://www.m
anager-
tools.com/pro
ducts/mtdisc-
profile

Room
42

How to move from a primary focus on deadlines to focusing on value delivered. -Alexander

Made to Stick
https://www.a
mazon.com/dp
/B000MGBNM
6/

Cone of
Uncertainty

How/where to
visualize when
bugs didn't get
introduced?

use a "pain snake"
to visualize bugs
that are no longer
occurring and/or
new bugs that are
trending

The infinite game
https://www.amazo
n.com/dp/07352135
0X/ref=cm_sw_em_r
_mt_dp_MC1Q3AR7
RKJHKE4YWKA7

DevOps culture: Westrum
organizational culture
https://cloud.google.com/a
rchitecture/devops/devops-
culture-westrum-
organizational-culture

Liberating
Structures
https://www.liber
atingstructures.co
m/6-making-
space-with-triz/

Pre-Work Hazard
Analysis
https://medium.c
om/@JoshuaKerie
vsky/tailboarding-
1909f7e8f66c

Can we make
agile chef
instead of
recipe
followers

Groupworks
card deck pick to turn it
up or down

https://silasg.co
m/resources/agi
le-games-for-
remote-teams/
Agile games

https://grows
method.com/ ;
GROWS
method

What ingredients
are missing from
our agile pantry
for what we want
to cook this
sprint?

https://www.li
beratingstruct
ures.com/
Liberating
structures
Art happenings
cookbook: https
://www.vital5pro
ductions.com/n
ew-page-2

Oracles
exercise

What
exposes
surprising
truths?

12:00 Coach training and certification info (CTI & ORSC)

TOPICS

DISCUSSING

DONE
oral
exam

CTI

Is there a
test for the
certification?
:)

can cost
~ $6k

requires 100
hrs paid
coaching (or
internal)

offers
scholarships

Best
organization
to get certified
through?

CTI yes, oral
exam;
ORSC: supervised
team coaching
(mentoring)

How long
does it take
from start
to cert? ORSC = 9

Deciding
whether to self-
fund coaching
training
/ certifications

WHAT'S
ORSC?
branched off
of CTI to better
address group
coaching

9 months,
in a cohort,
regular
meetings

months;
CTI = 6
months

Organization
and
Relationship
Systems
Coaching

More info
about
ORSC

Anyone have
experience
with ICAgile as
a coaching
path?

Great toe
in the
water

Scrum Master
Salary Report
2022 (included
Agile Coach
participants)

where to even
start to learn
to grow into a
coaching role
ScrumAlliance
info:
https://scrumallia
nce.learnupon.co
m/store?page=1

What are the
best
certifications,
etc?

Make sure it's
ICF accredited
training if
wanting ICF
credential

Uff...feeling
overwhelmed
by the process
to become
certified

https://www.i
cagile.com/ce
rtification/agil
e-coaching

I did the ICAgile
combined
facilitation and
coaching weeklong
workshop
-- Alex Bernardin

How do
you find a
good
coach?
Linked In
is your
friend

12:00 Don't Fork your Tribal Knowledge. - Michael Wolf
Aki, Jay B, Mike C, Bruce P, Wolf, Ilana T, Rhea D-S, Troy

Docs won't
stay up-to-
date unless
you use them.

Checklists are
more likely to
actually be
used.

On-boarding docs are the
best maintained because
they get used.
New hire goes through on-
boarding with a buddy -and becomes the buddy for
the next person.

trello.com

Trello
Organize anything, together. Trello is a
collaboration tool that organizes your
projects into boards. In one glance,
know what's being worked on, who's
working on what, and where something
is in a process.

Collaboration Principles from Mob Programming by Mike
YouTube
Clement

Mobbing
means
shared
knowledge

onbelay.co

Tuckman Was Wrong! OnBelay
Tuckman's Theory of Group
Development was first published by
Bruce Tuckman in 1965. In Tuckman's
original explanation, groups and teams
go through four stages as they become
a cohesive, high-performing unit;
Forming, Storming, Norming, and
Performing. W…

No one cares
about the
backup -- they
care about the
restore.

www.amazon.com

The Checklist
Manifesto: How to Get
Things Right
When the manual
steps are more
visible, they're
more likely to get
automated.

How do we
make it so that
the document
isn't
necessary?

The Checklist Manifesto: How to Get
Things Right

Dea

Treat
symptom
or root of
problem

decrease
WIP
organizational
capacity

Time Shred
Meetings
vs Work
Sessions

Asynchronous
communication
strategies: prioritize
Confluence
documentation and
post short videos of
demos

increase
capacity
Flow research: Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi

For meetings I suggest
including the meeting's
Purpose/Outcome and
Agenda in the meeting
invite. Helps people be
prepared and meeting
more efficient

https://www.amazon.com/F
low-Psychology-Experience-
Perennial-
Classics/dp/0061339202

Article: "Team flow is a
unique brain state
associated with enhanced
information integration
and neural synchrony:"
https://www.biorxiv.org/co
ntent/10.1101/2020.06.17.1
57990v1

en.wikipedia.org

Zeigarnik effect Wikipedia
Named after Soviet psychologist Bluma
Zeigarnik, in psychology the Zeigarnik
effect occurs when an activity that has
been interrupted may be more readily
recalled. It postulates that people
remember unfinished or interrupted
tasks better than completed …

Here is the video about
multitasking and the
productivity you loose on
switching context: Henrik
Kniberg : Multiple WIP vs
One Piece Flow Example
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Yqi9Gwt-OEA

Maker vs
manager
schedule: http://w
ww.paulgraham.c
om/makerssched
ule.html

Gerald Weinberg
created this chart
to show the effect
of context
switching.

Thanks for
putting
this in :)
stop starting
and start
finishing!!
1

The Art of Partnering with decision makers - Dian
Diana Larsen

Wishes that
can not be
afforded
trustedadvisor.com

Understanding The
Trust Equation |
Trusted Advisor
The Trust Equation is now the
cornerstone of our practice: a
deconstructive, analytical model of
trustworthiness.

Not in the
"convincing
business"

Attraction
over
imposition

Objectives
What do you want
to have happen?

Measures
If that did happen,
how would you
know?

13:20:37 From JeanRichardson to Everyone:
Need to drop for a phone call. Good content!
13:28:58 From Jason Kerney to Everyone:
"Integrity, Integrity, Integrity"
13:29:45 From Jason Kerney to Everyone:
https://trustedadvisor.com/why-trust-matters/understanding-trust/understanding-the-
trust-equation
13:32:56 From Jay Bazuzi / Seattle / He or They to Everyone:
Can someone add the 3 questions to the Miro board for this session?
13:32:59 From Michael Tardiff to Everyone:
Diana’s approach summarized: “Attraction over imposition.”
13:33:47 From Ori to Everyone:
The feeling is mutual, Michael!
13:35:09 From David Kehoe to Everyone:
Mike, not sure you can control this or not, but your mic is a little hot
13:36:05 From Michael Tardiff to Everyone:
Again, a great help! I can indeed help it. New computer this morning, so I’m still checking
things out. Will adjust and try to speak once (ha!) more to see what you say then.
13:42:10 From Ori to Everyone:
In addition to new industries ... it seems like a lot of new types of functions (e.g. marketing,
sales) are interested in agile too ...
13:52:31 From Seth Silvernail | He/Him | SEA to Everyone:
Thank you for all the great conversation and idea sharing. I must be off, thank you!
13:52:49 From Jason Sacks_Unify to Everyone:
Thank you, this was outstanding!
13:52:53 From Ori to Everyone:
Go Kelly Go
13:53:13 From Kelly Austin she/her PDX to Everyone:
Haha! I stand on a balance board.
13:53:14 From David Kehoe to Everyone:
Thank you Diana, this chat was a highlight of the conference so far (at least for me)
13:53:40 From Ori to Everyone:
(My team actually has a “dance move” passing technique in our standups ... where you get
to dance to the next person)
13:53:48 From David Emerick | Seattle to Everyone:
I didn’t want to leave so I’ve been doing my workout off camera
... very much appreciate
all this discussion
13:53:51 From Kelly Austin she/her PDX to Everyone:
OH I love that!!!
13:54:27 From David Kehoe to Everyone:
the room will persist
13:54:34 From Diana S to Everyone:
jay what do you have to say??
13:54:35 From Ori to Everyone:
Diana – I appreciate the great discussion! THANK YOU. And Michael/everyone else too.
13:54:49 From David Bernstein to Everyone:
Great session, thank you!
13:55:10 From Jay Bazuzi / Seattle / He or They to Everyone:
https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOD9UFc0=/?
moveToWidget=3458764521980094319&cot=14
13:56:45 From Diana S to Everyone:
what do you what to have happen
if that did happen, how would you know
if it did happen , how would you know?
13:58:13 From Diana S to Everyone:
If it did happen
what value would it bring to your company?
14:01:51 From Andrea Pratt-Smith to Everyone:
love Remember the Future
14:05:51 From Diana Sherwood Arizona to Everyone:
I think it can be called Future-scaping
14:10:05 From Andrea Pratt-Smith to Everyone:
that's worth repeating
14:10:28 From Diana Sherwood Arizona to Everyone:
do you have the questions in text?
14:10:37 From Diana Sherwood Arizona to Everyone:
Jay ^
14:10:39 From Ori to Everyone:
1. Vision: What do we want?
2. Value: What’s important about it?
3. Method:: How will get it?
4. Obstacles: What’s preventing us from having it?
5. Measures: How do we know when we have it?
14:20:46 From Jay Bazuzi / Seattle / He or They to ian savage(Direct Message):
You might want to turn off your camera?
14:21:16 From Ori to Everyone:
I find that the art of waiting is challenging especially for extroverts or team facilitators ... but
is super powerful to actually draw engagement and insights.
14:23:00 From Diana Sherwood Arizona to Everyone:
Frame for this session
https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOD9UFc0=/?
moveToWidget=3458764521980094319&cot=14
14:23:54 From Diana Sherwood Arizona to Everyone:
Ori
14:25:28 From Diana Sherwood Arizona to Everyone:
https://www.futureofwork24hrs.space/
14:26:05 From Ori to Everyone:
I have to get ready for my next meeting. But it has been a treat getting to speak with all of
you. Thank you! And hope to see you again tomorrow.
14:28:08 From Abiodun Bello to Everyone:
Thank you all

❤️

😄

Value
If it did happen,
what value would
it have for your
business?

👍🏽

Dealing with Organizational Impediments
Elton, Michael, Alison, John, Kevin, Becky,
Ilana, Marielle, Kevin, Colin, Christy ...
Dea

Impediments

Solutions / Strategies

Churn in
team
staffing

No one
resolving org
impediments

Choose
your
battles

Kotter's
dual
operating
system

Org
prioritize
conflicting
goals

Mgt doesn't
understand
their
impact

Power
differential

Work on
myself, my
response

Document
risks

Roll
with it

Leaders
cherrypick
Agile
practices

Culturally
driven

Teams
find work-
arounds

Conversations
with leaders

Dojo

Marius Grigoriu, Jay Bazuzi, Chris Lucian, Dan DiCamillo, Trung Vo, Nazee Hajebi, Bruce
Bartram, Lars Ekhart, Lllewellyn Falco, Paul Moore, David Bernstein, Franz Amazdor, Christ
Di Gino, Margarat McKever, Parker Barrett, Ian Savage, David Green

10:00 SEA agile hikes, who's interested? - Michaela Hutfles
ROOM 53
Michaela, Jay Bazuzi, Aki, Joel Robinson, Deeann, Jason Sacks, Debra
Harlan
How should I get in contact with you
Aki
anamioka@
gmail.com

Dan
DiCamillo
dandsinbox@
yahoo.com

Franz
Amador
franzamador
@gmail.com

jay@bazuzi.com
@jaybazuzi
360-774-1758

Deeann
deeannpart
low@yahoo
.com

Troy Frever
troyf@pobox.com

Where would people like to hike?
Redmond
Watershed
is nice and
not difficult

mrjoelrob
inson@g
mail.com

I could host an
easy walk in
Seattle - the
Seward Park loop

3countylau
gh@gmail
- Michaela's
e-mail

Jason Sacks
jasonsacks
@gmail.co
m

There is a book
called Seattle Walks
- might be good
tohose look at
some of those walks
- includes history

I will be happy to
hike anywhere
that is a
comfortable day
trip from Seattle Aki

-Deeann

https://www.i
nstagram.co
m/andyfilmsa
ndhikes/

In city and
out of city
hikes likely to
happen too

Seattle's
Discovery Park
has a nice 3-
mile loop

I live in Everett so
anywhere
between S. Seattle
and Bellingham,
and east to the
passses...

Navigating world with people with different levels of extraversion/introversion

Sabitha Radhakrishnan

Tips for inclusive facilitation
Count to
5-10 before
jumping
back in
Request
people who
jump in to
count to 10

Do more "round
robins"/go-
around for each
person to speak
or say pass or
pass for now

After a group
discussion question,
give the group 2 min
of silence for
thinking then
opening it up

In Zoom, can ask for people
to type their answer but
NOT hit enter yet. Give
2-3min, then have people
hit enter and take some
time to read through
comments

Partnering
with
facilitator

Raising
hand

Use the parking
lot to ensure
people are heard,
but keeps
meeting focused

I had to learn
to make
myself count
to 5 or 10... to
NOT butt in

ground
rules

Silent retros
or silent
writing time

I tell myself that silence
could mean: Agreement,
lack of understanding of
the topic/question, folks
taking a moment to think
on how to respond so I ask
to minimize making
assumptions

Misinterpretations of introverts and
other personality/communication
styles:
Assuming silence
means not having
an opinion, or
that it means
agreement

Books
Yes, you can ask
questions like:
"What does
<other person>
think about this
issue?"

Find an
extrovert to
partner
with

Establish
psychological safety
within the team so
people feel
comfortable just
being themselves

Build a working
agreement on how
meetings will be
conducted, parterning
with team to create
space for everyone to
be heard

https://www.goodreads.com/book/s
how/8520610-quiet
https://www.goodreads.com/book/s
how/27209485-emotional-agility

Ted talks
https://www.ted.com/talks/susan_cain_the_
power_of_introverts
https://www.ted.com/talks/katherine_lucas_
in_defense_of_extroverts

Use Social Presencing Theater as an agile coach
Social

Social

-Evelijn

Social Pre

https://en.wik
ipedia.org/wi
ki/Family_Con
stellations

https://www.presen
celeadership.net/en/
the-social-
presencing-theater-
by-her-creator-
arawana-hayashi/

https://coac
hingconstel
lations.com

https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=wRou06sb9Is

Stuck
exercise https://w
ww.presencing.or
g/files/tools/PI_To
ol_SPT_StuckExerc
ise_0.pdf

CONCERN
things that sparked worry / concern?
Can't overhear
conversaations
to take the
pulse of the
team, know
waht to
contribute

Harder to
change
minds

Spend more
time in
meetings to
have all
convos

We have a tendency
to get over excited
about ideas in
groups, which end
up in "Why are we
doing this"
Situations.

Agileagile is very
doesn'thard with
work withremote
remote.

Missing a lot of
"informal"
conversations
(Philippe)

Didn't SEE
people for
months at a
time. "You
okay, friend?"

lunches

1

slow
internet

Harder
to stay
aligned

Camera
can
cause
anxiety

I'm concerned
about the when
we're split
between office
and home again.

Zoom
fatigue
Demand
for botox
is way up

Coworkers w/o
nearby
family/friends

Opportunities
ourtside my
work hours

am i creative
enough to sustain
engaging, fun
remote meetings?

Creates
different kinds
of conflict with
family
members

Team
dynamics
might suffer

Doesn't
scale well
beyond a
small group

Onboarding

Miro
Mural

SAD

things that sparked sad?
more
difficult to
read the
room.

I have to
spend so
much time
making Miro
boards!!!!

Downtown
Portland is
lonely

Seeing
People in
person
(kinda)

micro-
phones/
acoustics

Lucid

fast, fluid
white
boarding

1

too many
distractions
during
meetings. can't
close laptops

too much
time on
zoom. i miss
hanging out
in person

Building
trust is
hard

Difficult
conversations
are hard

Zoom
fatigue is
real

1

Hand
drawing (or
whiteboard)
is harder to
share

virtual social
happy hours
dont work.
also drain
souls

Physical
proximity and
body-to-body
communication
(i.e. moving
stickies on
board)

1

Inconsistent
tooling that
"kind of"
works

when
companies
started making
people go back
to the office

Harder to
meet
people on
other
teams
Don't have
control of
"which"
tools

Timezone
considerations

The tyranny of zoom
meeting schedules.
Must be on time to
everything and it's
back to back to back
ceaselessly

1

no cameras, cant
gauge room.
team is very
disconnected

1

I miss
30'x12'
whiteboard
walls

1

Stickies
with words
only (no
drawings)

Can't gauge
the
temperature
in the room

cameras
optional
= cameras
uncommon

Zoom
fatigue

Connections
feeel more
tenuous

Just having random
conversation in the
kitchen and hallway.
You really know
people differently in
person than over
the screen.

Much less
informal
connection
with people

MICROSOFT
TEAMS :(
1

1

Interstitial
conversations
between
things.

1

Discovering how

GLAD
being able to
hug my cat(s)
whenver I
want

Smaller work
opportunities
suddenly
viable (class of
2 or 3)

commuting
my dog
eats my
soul meetups prefers me
anywhere working
remotely

n

Miro
Love
connecting
quickly in miro
to see the
same vision.

personal
hygiene is
no longer a
I hope
I never
work
issue
go back to
the office full
time again!

Team members
are now honest
about thier
worklife
ballance

Way more
present
w/my
EVERYONE family

is EQUALLY
remote
(ergo,
equal)

Kids sitting
on laps!
Waving!
Being real!

Yes, no
flights,
smaller
waitingcarbon
in
footprint,
airports,
etc.

2

same income

Gardening

No rushing
from
conference
room to room

Living (and
socially
distancing) at
off season
resort (beach
away
& ski) resort

Far
people can
be
together Group writing
1

1

reduced
cognitive load
vs being in
person

MUCH
easier to see
what's on
their screen

1

Better
coffee

more
asynchronous
work

Miro
Mural

facilitation is
easier with
everyone remote
vs mixed

Has put a focus
on making
working
agreements
more explicit

Can call in
to meetings
from the
outdoors

Menti
meter

Forced us to
try Mob
Programming
No
Spontaneous
meetings can
commute!!
be easier

No
travel

I can fidget
*hard*
without
annoying
people

without words
can be very
productive

Online games
make for good
team building
(Virtual
Boardgames,
Among Us, etc.)

space to process
tough
news/discussions in
private ( no more
crying in the office
bathroom)
(which is inevitable)

Got in
touch with
my inner
introvert!

folks have the ability
to make their
workspace perfectly
tailored to them
with all preferred
accomodations

Being able to
see family
members who
work different
schedules than
mine

Lets chat about the new team coaching ICF Cert

Efficient use of medium:
All things Agile Testing Craig A. Stockton

Removing Testing as THE Impediment to Continuous Delivery:
The goal is for every build to pass every test, in every environment, every time as it is
promoted through the environment pipeline, with each and every failure indicating an
issue with the test, the system, or the environment (no build is promoted having
failed any test in any environment) -- THEN, and ONLY THEN can you achieve
Continuous Delivery
Whatever amount/level of test automation is already in place, ensure the following tests
are considered and automated for every user story, ideally before development of the
system begins
Smoke (testable) - for every page/service-endpoint required for this user story, a
testing confirming the page/endpoint responds successfully, and the payload
(html/json) contains everything necessary for all test verifications
Acceptance (acceptable) - for every current user story, the acceptance test is
automated
Release (releasable) - for every user story, a test exists mitigating risk to:
Regulatory compliance
Revenue generation
Reputation
Develop ALL tests (from integration tests for the suites noted above to unit tests) prior
to developing any system code (which will inform design/implementation details
ensuring the code is well-written, maintainable, and testable)
Continuous Delivery Support
1st shared environment (dev) - all tests in the Deployment Validation suite
(smoke, acceptance, release) pass
Parallel deployment to Automated QA environment and Manual QA environment
- in automated environment, all tests in the library pass
Systems Integration pass (SIT) - IF dynamic test data providers are used,
truncate data sources for the system to which a build is deployed AND all
dependent systems, then run the Deployment Validation suite for each in order of
dependency (the dynamic test data providers will provision sufficient data for
each subsequent/dependent system when executed in this manner)

People of Color Agilists;
resource sharing

Blacks In
Technology
http://blacksin
technology.net

Scrum Masters of
African Descent
https://www.meetup
.com/Scrum-
Masters-of-African-
Descent/

Techqueria
http://tech
queria.org

Job
Hackers

https://valence
.community/ Community for
Black
Professionals

Agile in
Color (on
LinkedIn)

global linkedin group
created by April
https://www.linkedin.co
m/groups/13870104/

https://quee
rglobal.com

Women
in Agile

https://www
.linkedin.co
m/in/soulcra
ftswoman/

https://devcolo
r.org - Black
Software
Engineering
Guild

meets quarterly

https://ebw
iki.org

https://www.linkedi
n.com/company/ba
hamas-agile-project-
management-
community-bapmc/?
viewAsMember=tru
e

https://incluzio
n.co/ - Remote
Jobs
Community for
BIPOC

What would be on a "checklist" for measuring if a team is self-managing (or not)?

Lorie
Gordon

Philippe
Bach

Korede
Alagbe

Jonathan
Kallay

Shy

Self-Managed\Organized\Autonomous Teams Checklist Ideas (Brainstorm & Share):
Do they run
their own
ceremonies
yet?

Do they
remove at
their own
impediments

How well do
they partner
with other
teams when
needed

Do they skip
ceremonies?

Is the
Product
Backlog
healthy?

Do they
work well
together

Team takes ownership
and accountability for
everything required to
deliver high quality &
valuable increments
faster to their customer

All team members
participate in
negotiating priorities to
ensure business and
technical needs are
balanced appropriately

Team actively seeks,
receives and utilizes
feedback from
stakeholders, users,
systems, etc.

Team survey
("Do you feel
like the team
controls its
own destiny?")

When every
person on the
team honestly
believes it's a self-
managing team

Can the
team say
"no" to
requests?

Are the team
members self
organizing their
ad hoc meetings
(code review, test
planning, etc.)

Is the team
focused on
customer
value?

How little
does formal
leadership
need to do?

Team members
are engaged,
present, and
passionate about
the discussion in
meetings

Team has the
competencies, the
learning
environment, tools
and supports
needed to deliver
extraordinary value

Our team has
shared values, goals
and purpose and
that guides how we
operate. We win and
fail as a team

Does the PO
lean on the
team to help
write and
refine PBIs?

Is the SM
learning new
tricks from
the team?

Does the team
have spontaneous
responses to each
other in
ceremonies?

Can the team
help new
members
onboard?

Does the
organization
respect the team's
autonomy /
boundaries

Can anyone on
the team get hit
by the lottery bus
and yet the team
still functions?

Makes the
product delivery
processes
valuable and
eliminate what
doesn't add value

The team
continuously
learns, shares,
and innovates

We honor our
processes and
working
agreements even
when under
pressure

Can the team
choose to add
or hire new
members?
Remove them?

Does the
team
innovate on
their own

Are decisions
made by the team
as a whole, or by
certain individuals
based on role?

What
questions is
the team
asking
themselves?

Does the team
stick to their
"agreements"
when things
go sideways?

Is the team
finding
improvement
areas and moving
on them?

Does the team
have agency over
their priorities
and contents of
their product
backlog?

Scrum
Checklist

Does the team drive
its interviewing
process (or other
means of adding
people to the team)?

how is the
social-
engagement in
the team (team
bonding)

SM\Coach is
"Not being
glue" or a
thread for the
team

Team unblocks
themselves when
we run into
impediments or
dependencies

The team is enabled
and supported to
make decisions on
how to accomplish
its goals

Priorities,
progress and
outcomes are
visible and
accessible to all

Work
distribution is
self-organized
and shared by
the team daily

Team members spend
time and effort building
strong trusting
relationships among
themselves, as well as
with partners outside
the team

Team uses insightful
metrics to identify
areas of
improvement and
we know if we are
getting better

Software is easy to
enhance, quick and
easy to release and
we have automated
tests with excellent
coverage

Ethics in Agile
Reach out if you'd like to connect: Deeann

Conversation Starters
Power
dynamics

Don't
be evil

Diversity
and
inclusion

Accessibility

Competing
priorities

Politics

Truthiness
-honest
because I car
about you
-EQ

Book recommendations
Right use of
power (up
power/down
power)

Real world situations
Confidentiality
-leaders reveal
things to us
-leaders want us
to give them info

Personnel
challenges
-performance
discussion
-business reason

Here are your
choices
-offer tools to tool
belt
-here's what could
happen if don't
make changes

SA:
Code of
ethics

Leader is
as honest
as I can be

Moral or ethical
quandry
-budgeting issues
-detrimental to
client
-client billing

Create and
preserving
safe spaces

Good old boys club
-group of white
males that is in dev
-gender, ethnic, non-
binary - it's a
hierarchy almost

Work on a mob,
multiple people
working on same
thing at same time
-love the diversity of
minds and
viewpoints

Rejected
candidates
-they aren't a fit but why?
-how to quantify
cultural fit?

Interview set
-what does
good look like
-what is a red
flag

Interview set
-use same questions
-comparing same
questions with diff
candidates
-teach teams how to
assess folks

In consulting
world, there are
a lot of white
males around
-in tech too

Companies take on
initiatives for opics,
but nothing changes
-gender vs poc
-marginalized
groups

Women trans
in tech group
-interview poc
and women

Interviewed
someone, and said
wasn't good fit
-they hired him
instead
-was fired later

Agile
Alliance:
coaching
ethics

Taming the Bull
Reduce
the
Noise

FAST PACED
Test and
fail fast
feel "at the
center" of
what is
going on

Paced

SLOW PACED

Accountability
Issues

Quick
Response

Slow
Response

EXCITING?

Time to
think and
try options

Better
Accountability
with no
changing
priorities

BORING?

Simplify

Cross Cultural Agile: Challenges working across
cultural boundaries - Bruce P. Henry

People from
different
languages may
actually code
differently

It helps to be
VERY literal when
working across
cultures.

Watch for power
distance and
indirect/high
context
communication

Ask open
questions

Pose the
question to
yourself:
What are you
not hearing?

Ask Qs in a
way they can
say 'yes' to
express 'no'

Watch for
introverted,
shy,
overwhelmed

Have visual of
things written
down and give
TIME to think

Nodding, saying
yes does NOT
necessarily mean
yes. May mean "I
am listening"
1

Keep in mind that non-
native attendees need a
cognitive time to interpret
what you meant then
determine how to respond
in a way others will
understand. Coach for
intentional pauses

People want to be heard.
But don't want their share
to be forgotten. Context:
Style may be different
when talking about what
needs to get done or that a
story is too large.

Universal design -->
design for cultural
differences and it
works better for
introverts and
others too!

Depending on
power and norms
on disagreement,
a "suggestion"
may be taken as a
directive

Get to know the
cultures you
work with (both
through asking
& study)

www.babelgroup.co.uk

Cultural Newsletter
Each month we offer our clients,
learners and friends in the industry, free
briefings and expert advice for living
and working with different cultures.
We'll email each monthly cultural
newsletter directly to you, all you have
to do is subscribe.

"Narrate" Why you are
doing something/
asking something people attuned to
"reading the air" will fill
in meaning that you
don't intend

Questions
may mean
that someone
has an opinion

Resources:
Geography of Thought
https://bookshop.org/book
s/the-geography-of-
thought-how-asians-and-
westerners-think-
differently-and-
why/9780743255356

Aperian Global
https://www.a
perianglobal.c
om/

Poetry Open Mic
Halim,
Please, if you like, post the material you share!
The Villager
Inside my fine wool suit
I am adorned with paint,
bright feathers, bits of shell
I stalk the corridors
and prowl
the cubicles
I am a gifted mimic—
my pallor is perfectly tuned
to the fluorescent lights,
I wield jargon as though
born to the blade
I have convinced even myself
that this is my place—
though at moments,
a certain
disorientation
stumbles me
and I am puzzled
to find myself barefoot
inside my shoes

—Halim Dunsky, 2010

Backyard
[As an experiment, we read several poems both forward and backward today. Here is my poem as a
palindrome.]
You know how when you have
all the truth and power,
you can assert without drama?
The backyard out behind my head
is like that
I thought I would step out there
for a little R&R, get out of
my head, as it were,
step outside the box,
find some freer association—
maybe a unicorn or two,
novelty, bright colors
but before I could take a step
the backyard disclosed itself
inside
Now my whole head, my whole
self is deconstructed
It feels like I have been
colonized by emptiness
but emptiness
was here first
It quietly asserts its presence
undercutting the would-be hegemony
of my busy mind
my body
a hollow shell now
open at the back
clarifying at the front
My self revealing its limitless
ness
The Absolute
presenting as
my face

Now these are some times when lies can combine
with lives. Not fun times. Dying sometimes
Violent dumb crimes. Why are some blind
to science? Some find defiance online
provided on time to bias young minds.
and I am on my survival all time
cause I do not see how you do not see
Nazi all up in the spot, you got me
Heated, I mean it, I just can't believe it,
like Geez, you don't need a genius to see this
but we just gon' act like we got Act-Rite
from government that isn't loving the crack pipe
and fucking up black life to make their stacks tight
and pumping the gas light to make this crap hype.
"I am Trump time". Silent punchline.
Crying sunshine. Times are unkind.

My self revealing its limitless
ness

A chant to kill the master by Jason Kerney

Pain by Jason Kerney

I have come to kill the master.
My husband’s blood he reaped.
I have come to kill for the flowers sown
The fields which now are steeped.

Jagged rock under foot
rocky road I have walked
I have know the pain
the thorn of the rose
the taste of mine own blood

The drums came like a siren’s song.
They stood to go; they went.
Shouts of honor, glory, chivalry
Their lives all but ready spent
Master came by great white steed;
To watch his farmers sow.
By trumpet song and noble deed
Blood helped his garden grow
Master is a wicked one.
This all must know of he.
For kings, commoners, and clergymen
Before master bend their knee
I have come to reap the reaper.
Stop his fields sown.
I’ll kill his head and hands
With the pain which I have known
I sing my songs of woe;
Tails of things I’ve known.
I hope to find the scythe by which
I’ll reap the seeds he’s sown.
I’ll reap the seeds he’s sown.

my body
a hollow shell now
open at the back
clarifying at the front
It quietly asserts its presence
undercutting the would-be hegemony
of my busy mind

Harlem
By Langston Hughes
What happens to a dream deferred?

It is the path of man
the mantra we hang to
and lives own need
placed by mans own will
for the needs of man
Tested it seems true
that mans will, will bend
that no man is true
and reality but a figment
dreamed by listless dreamers
yet is it not art to suffer
or suffer those for art
and hope that the thorny road
is more then a crimson road
and our destination is divine

Jagged rocks under face
rocky roads I have fell
I have known the pain,
Fists full of thorns,
the taste of mine own blood.

The Steeldrivers - Can You Run (Official Audio)
YouTube

Now my whole head, my whole
self is deconstructed
but before I could take a step
the backyard disclosed itself
inside

The backyard out behind my head
is like that
You know how when you have
all the truth and power,
you can assert without drama?
-- Halim Dunsky, 2011

Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.
Or does it explode?

we bleed all over our selves
mend our selves and forget
that the our world is our making
and that the gods we follow
are there to grant us hope

It feels like I have been
colonized by emptiness
but emptiness
was here first

novelty, bright colors
maybe a unicorn or two,
find some freer association—
step outside the box,
my head, as it were,
for a little R&R, get out of
I thought I would step out there

Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore—
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over—
like a syrupy sweet?

gedicht (nr. 4.921):
Je zoenen zijn zoeter
Je zoenen zijn zoeter dan
zoeter dan honing en ik vind je
mooier en liever, liever
en aardiger nog dan de
koning.
We gaan samen liggen
een eind hier vandaan
we maken van takken
van takken en blaadjes
een vloer en een dak,
dat was onze woning,
of ik was het tuintje
en jij was de tent
daar gingen wij wonen
en blijven en horen
o rep je mijn liefje
ik heb je zo graag
nu of nooit samen slapen
want we zijn er
alleen maar vandaag.
--------------------------uit: 'Doen en laten', 1994.

These programmers are
a made team. Don't mess with them
'cause they're all mobbed up.

Schrijver: Judith Herzberg

THE QUEER AGENDA

Out in Tech
http://outin
tech.com

Agility: Making the right things easy
Ramsi
Hawkins

Start with
the Right
Thing, then
Make It Easy

Agile makes
experimentation
easy
3

Make it easy
to pursue
our values

Easy isn't
always
simple

Make it
Easy -
Woody

3

1

Make it easy
to
accomplish
goals

Make it easy
to deliver
value to the
world

Sample values:
transparency,
inclusiveness,
quality

Define and gain
agreement on
common values

1

Stefan
Isaacs

Joel
Robinson

2

4

Working on the
right things vs
doing the wrong
things faster.
Make getting
"looping
feedback" easy to
enable iteration

In a multi-team
org, make it easy
for teams to work
together

1

1
1

3

Make it easy
for
employees to
stick around

Make flow
of value
easy

How do we
measure ease?
Is qualitative
enough?
1

Make it easy
to create
happy
customers

4

Make it easy to
change
direction when
you need to
3

Make it easy to
understand when
we need to
change direction

2

Make it easy
for your
leaders to
lead.

Make it easy to
know what to
focus on
making better
2

Make it easy
to operate
the things
you build
1

Make to easy
to figure out
"the right
thing"

1

3

3

Make it easy
for your
leaders to
remove
impediments

Please thumbs
up things that
resonate, add
your own emoji
to your favorite!

Make it
easy to be
ethical
2

Move the
system out
of people's
way

Enabling &
unlocking
the "right"
behaviors

Make it
easy to
build on
success

Book recs

What should CS (computer
Science) students know?

Thanks for the feedback
Radical candor

Chris Lucian

Fearless organization
The Alignment Problem

recent grads need
more skills w
algorithms,
problem solving,?
Or collaboration,
communication?

1. make computer
do stuff; 2. work w
other peeps; 3.
keep code easy to
work with

many school
projects were e.g.
research and not
nec about writing
code

want:
aptitude/passion
for learning;
collaborative
experiences;

many new
entrants come
from non-CS
backgrounds

ask: How do
you learn?
How do you
share your
knowledge?

should there
be a
comparative
code reading
class?

Weapons of Math Destruction

Code Reading
Club
https://coder
eading.club/

for Day 1: commit
to SC, work on
large codebase,
take data from
source to display

great course:
sustainability of
code. Students
learned sust.
testing practices

GIT is a core
requirement

when did CS
degree
become a
vocational
degree?

understanding
Bias and Ethics
in SW/product
development

problem isn't
"getting hired";
problem is: feeling
valued, contributing,
staying
hired/satisfied, etc....

not asking
for feedback
is failure
mode

want a class
for validating
design and
improving it

Visual thinking
strategies:
https://vtshom
e.org/

Life skill: give/receive feedback
SBI feedback
https://trello.com/c/3h2qNpXB/219-sbi-
model
Books: radical candor, fearless
organization
White paper: google study on
psychological safety
Bias and Ethics in
Technology: https://www.ruhabenjamin.
com/resources

paulgestwicki.bl…

Paul Gestwicki's Blog
a blog for reflective practice that was
cleverly named after its author

Code Reading club
created by this
author
https://www.mannin
g.com/books/the-
programmers-brain

11:15:17 From Dee to Everyone:
thank you @chris l and @shy!
11:18:05 From MichaelRWolf to Everyone:
Speaking of TDD..... What if the assignment was... "There's a test suite out there. Go make
it pass".
11:18:16 From MichaelRWolf to Everyone:
Instead of giving specs.
11:24:38 From MichaelRWolf to Everyone:
What if _students_ graded the code? Using PR's and code reviews? Giving and Gettting
Feedback.... in a real world context.
11:25:11 From Shy (he / him, SEA) to Everyone:
I think the answer to the 1st question is: “started about 20 yrs ago"
11:25:43 From MichaelRWolf to Everyone:
Robert -- CS as a real science is a thing. And these are different -- Computer Science vs
Computer Engineering vs 4-year Liberal Arts.
11:27:13 From Keegan Parker to Everyone:
if you look at some of the code from these phds theses then it might become clear that
some of these skills we're talking about might be useful for that too
11:29:05 From Rhea D Stadick to Everyone:
Tim!
11:33:19 From Diana Sherwood Arizona, USA (she/her)) to Everyone:
@Jay (or other) pls share link to Miro (if you have it handy)
share to everyone
11:34:29 From Rhea D Stadick to Everyone:
Dr. Ruha Benjamin has done great work in this space:
https://www.ruhabenjamin.com/resources
11:34:35 From Jay Bazuzi / Seattle / He or They to Everyone:
https://miro.com/app/live-embed/uXjVOD9UFc0=/?
moveToWidget=3458764522071797043&cot=14
11:34:53 From David Whitlock to Everyone:
I'm going to bop. Thanks for a great discussion!
11:43:04 From LarsEckart to Everyone:
https://exercism.org/dashboard but it might be bit hit&miss if the programming language
doesnt have active mentors
11:43:15 From LarsEckart to Everyone:
i did the elm selft study track there
11:45:32 From Jeff Bellegarde to Everyone:
https://www.zachtronics.com/ many games that are hidden programming games.
11:46:17 From Henry Golding to Everyone:
https://paulgestwicki.wordpress.com/ - the Ball State prof I mentioned
11:46:28 From Peter Josic to Everyone:
great discussions all
thank you!
11:47:11 From Henry Golding to Everyone:
(actually it's http://paulgestwicki.blogspot.com/ - my google fu was poor)
11:50:16 From Llewellyn Falco to Everyone:
https://vtshome.org/
11:50:27 From Llewellyn Falco to Everyone:
Visual thinking stratagies
11:51:16 From LarsEckart to Everyone:
https://www.manning.com/books/the-programmers-brain
11:52:50 From Llewellyn Falco to Everyone:
https://codereading.club/
11:53:21 From Peter Josic to Everyone:
thanks all for the resources and convo, cya!
11:53:26 From Henry Golding to Everyone:
I was just going to say I really enjoy when college hires bring new perspectives, ideas, tools,
etc - what can they teach us vs what can we teach them
11:57:21 From Llewellyn Falco to Everyone:
Not being the only one

🙂

👍

Agile in a Non-software Environment

Tina Silver

Higher
Education

(Governance
Risk
Compliance)

Worker
Cooperative
- Political
Activism

aerospace

Digital marketing
experimentation

Digital
Marketing
Analytics

Agile and
product
marketing

Manufacturing

Budget
"pre
approval"

Translate the
metaphor or
equivalent to
the produce
produced

Railroads
Pair
"programming"
and "mobbing"

small biz
consulting
& ops
support

Digital
Marketing

Business
in
general

Retros,
Kanban,
Stand ups

Banking/
Financial

Evaluati
on/surv
ey

Data
engineers/data
scientists

I work for a credit
union; we are
trying to spread
the Agile Mindset
throughout the
organization

Construction

Did you hear about the furniture
manufacturer (Kaas Tailored) in Mukilteo
WA that pivoted to make PPE in the early
days of Covid? They are a Lean shop, but
employ Agile practices to allow them to
adjust as well. They are amazing!
https://www.bizjournals.com/seattle/new
s/2020/03/31/mukilteo-kaas-tailored-
makes-100-000-masks.html

Storming
and team
agreements
My favorite Kanban
reference for everyone
everywhere is
https://www.personalkanb
an.com/. The book is
excellent - and they also
have a blog and community
to engage in.

Debunk
agile =
scrum

What Agile
practices are
working well
for you?

For example:
instead of running
code, what is the
true deliverable you
should measure
progress by?

"I know we had a
plan, but now we
know more." This
applies to almost
ALL domains.

Link for non-Amazon
buying:
https://bookshop.org/book
s/agile-for-non-software-
teams-a-practical-guide-
for-your-
journey/9780988001657

focusing on
the mindset,
practices that
bring that to
life

Negotiate
Scope

"Agile for Non Software
Teams"
https://read.amazon.com/k
p/embed?
asin=B0838P74CT&preview
=newtab&linkCode=kpe&re
f_=cm_sw_r_kb_dp_A2DR0P
PKMG13083RJF1

Open Musi

Open Music Session

Zoom Audio Settings to play music:

Only set high-fidelity if you have good bandwidth

1:1s -- Good, bad + wacky
Shy

Michaela

GOALS
ALWAYS
Ask what the
other person
wants to talk
about?

Adjust to
context
+ goal

and be
clear about
goal(s)

Get to
know

Designed
Alliance

Allow,
encourage
time for
connection

Connection

Trust
building

For managers, if
you do 1:1s well,
are evaluations
+ goal setting
just paperwork?

How hard
is
scheduling
1:1s?

How long
are 1:1s
scheduled
for?

Mentoring

Status
of work

Coaching

Broader
organization

Listening

Information
sharing

Feedback
both
ways

Caring
for the
individual

QUESTIONS
Do people
prefer fixed /
predetermined
agendas?

Are
cameras on
(mostly)?

How common are
1:1s with people
who are not in a
hierarchical
context?

Designed
Alliance

Emotional
Check-in

TRIES

Icebreakers
Use deeply
curious,
"what" / "how",
powerful
questions

https://smile.amazo
n.com/Abolishing-
Performance-
Appraisals-Backfire-
Instead/dp/1576752
003/

Avoid making
decisions
that commit
other people

NEVER

Distributed Teams for "Newbies"

Silent Meeting:
Basically mobbing on a doc
review?

Multiple cursor
IDE?

https://slab.com/blog/silent-
meetings/#:~:text=Silent%20mee
tings%20eliminate%20productio
n%20blocking,people%20experie
nce%20in%20vocal%20settings

Vscode Live Share
IntelliJ?

Open an "always
open" team room
(zoom or whatever)
for folks who want
to hang out and
work together.
1

With diff timezones,
ask the person working
last in the day, what
the people starting
should focus on when
they log in the next day

Have a "ways of
working"
agreement on
how you use this
room and such.

For intelliJ
https://plugins
.jetbrains.com/
plugin/14225-
codetogether

Live Share
for Visual
Studio

Big
Visible
Chart
Book: Making Work Visible
(All work not just code)
https://bookshop.org/book
s/making-work-visible-
exposing-time-theft-to-
optimize-work-
flow/9781950508495

Build trust (Ps.
safety) across the
regions. Small talk
may be hard, but
meaningful.

Re: the back
and forth of
code reviews,
google has a
great doc

Standups
with variable
working
hours

End of day
status
update on
Slack?

Do lots of
retrospectives

slack
channel for
daily
standup
Synchronous
meeting for
walking
board

PXM: Project eXperience Management
Stefan
Isaacs

People dont
do what they
are supposed
to do. They do
what is easy

Ashanti
Gardner

Abner
Amador

From solving problems to managing polarities

https://universityinnovation
.org/wiki/Resource:Polarity
_Mapping#:~:text=Polarity
%20Mapping%2C%20also%
20known%20as,component
%20more%20than%20the%
20other.

Excellence
Quality work
delivered to
our
customers

Ensure what
cannot fail,
does not fail

Do good
work

Encourage/push
each other
beyond what
was believed
possible

Exploration
Continuous
sensing/engag
ement with
the
environment

Constantly
learning
from the
system

Luke Hatakeda
LukeH@amplifycp.com

Action

Inaction

get
things
done

Ideas come
from
everywhere

keeps
options
open

Reflection
and
learning

Deploy work
experiments
quickly

Organizational Needs
sum
greater
than the
parts

access to
big
resources

Impacting a
large'diverse
set of
people

scales
well

predictability

Do things
an
individual
cannot

Individual Needs

Customer
Value

Profitability/
value

Protect
the
Individual

sadsa

Unwilling to
experiment

Damage the
relationship
with other
teams

Fewer
proposals,
less
innovation

People seek
positions
based on
power rather
than need/fit

Damage the
relationship
with
customers

cut
corners

focus on
being
busy

Lazy,
lethargic

nothing
gets
done

bureaucratic

Miss what is
important to
the people
working
towards the
mission

Deconstruction

Control
Fail to
accomplish
something
greater than
individual
efforts

Meaning

Growth

doesn't
account
for outliers

Stabilization

Efficiency

Control

restrictive

Appropriate

Function/
BU
priority

External
Focus

Protect
the
company

isolated

Performance

mc
sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

Small Wins

Organizationally Facilitated

Individually Led

abc

abc

mc

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

Goals Org over
Personal

chaotic/
unpredictable

self-
centered
(narcissistic)

Presence

MH

Big Dreams

Meaning

can
move
quickly

sadsa

Misaligned
efforts

Misaligned from
purpose/values

Authentic

Connection

People have
the autonomy,
mastery,
purpose
needed to do
their best work

Social
Interaction

freedom/
options

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

sadsa

homogenous
decision-
makers,
homogenous
decision-making

custom/
tailored

Context

Livign
wages
benefits

Promotion,
praise,
recognition

Stability

Social
interaction

12:00 "Whatever happens is the only thing that could have"
But, really? -Sara Clark
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago...

I used to sing this as "God gave names to all the animals...".
I now realize God didn't give them names. We did.

https://www.google.com/search?
q=man+gave+names+to+all+the+animals&oq=man+gave+names+to+all+the+anim
als&aqs=chrome..69i57j46i512j0i512l2j46i512l2j0i512l2j0i22i30l2.7054j0j7&sourcei
d=chrome&ie=UTF-8

What does this Open Space principle mean to you?
"Whatever happens is the only thing that could have"

A riff off Brent Miller's comment

“[Open Space Technology]
was originated by Harrison
Owen, an Episcopal priest
whose academic
background and training
centered on the nature and
function of myth, ritual and
culture.”

https://retros
pectivewiki.or
g/index.php?
title=The_Pri
me_Directive

https://www.c
hriscorrigan.co
m/parkinglot/t
he-tao-of-
holding-space/

A great thing to try (in my
experience): Read the Open
Space Handbook that the
creator of Open Space
wrote, and then read “The
Tao of Open Space,” an
Eastern-thought influenced
musing on Open Space
principles.

Growth
mindset?
Managing
dominating
behavior?

means let go of
control. Let things
happen..evolve...
morph...be
flexible. navigate
ambiguity

This principle
recognizes (as do
the others} that
prediction and
control in human
endeavors are
illusions.

These OS
principles are
interrelated:
break one,
impact them all

The past is
immutable. Focus
energy on the
future.

emotional impact
from difference
between
expectation and
observation

Finite and
Infinite
Games by
James Carse

https://simon
sinek.com/pr
oduct/the-
infinite-game

Imply
assumption
that everyone
was trying
their best

Reword the
principle?

In Open Space,
opportunities
present
themselves,
follow them

Challenge to
be present
in the
moment

Tensions/concerns/questions
:
Does
overdoing this
principle lead
to "Eeyore
Agile"?

Is there a diff of
what could have
happened vs
what needed to
happen?

How have you
seen/heard
this principle
"used"?

How this
principles
interplays
with others

"Regardless of what we discover,
we understand and truly believe
that everyone did the best job
they could, given what they knew
at the time, their skills and
abilities, the resources available,
and the situation at hand."
from the retrospective prime
directive, by norm kerth

Redefining
"right"

We can only know the now,
now. The future is not
fixable by what we do in
the present. You can do
now what you think will
create the future you hope
for, but once you're in the
"future," the only thing that
could have happened is
what did. A little mind-
blowing.

Letting go
of it went
"right" or
"wrong"

While looking at clouds
and pondering why they
were some places but not
others (mositure, wind,
pressure, temperature), a
friend once said....
Clouds define
where clouds can exist.

This right
here is a
GENIUS level
Miro trick!!

If only you didn't
freeze, you would have
heard a lot more of the
conversation.... ;-)
P.S. Sorry it
happened...

Food for
thought: what is
the context
surrounding the
systems that the
event is in

There could be a cloud
here if there were more
moisture (or pressure or
sunlight or yada yada).
“Well-formed cloud” —
a cloud that knows the
rules you invented for
what a cloud should be.
--Norm Kerth, Project
Retrospectives: A
Handbook for Team
Review

But there isn't.... so there is
not a cloud there.

Stuck with a scaled agile framework?
How can we find opportunities to create true agility for our teams?
Korede, Art, Franz, Philippe, Willis, Mike, Anne, Tina, David, Alan, Christy, Emily,
Nora, Steph, Aidan, Mike, Colin, Parker, Becky, Katy, Allie, Rachna, Justine,
Stefan
system/process
in giving
structure to
team planning

recommended
reading: Ron Jeffries
"The Nature of
Software
Development"

It can work
with the right
tools PIPlanning.io

Empower your team for
autonomy and critical thinking being critical of what meetings
you may be invited to,
expectations set, etc

Just like with
many things SAFe can be
implemented
well or poorly

1

recommended
reading: James
Shore "The Art of
Agile Development"
(available on his
website)

SAFe training
references SO many
good practices - but
are these really
implemented on
teams?

https://www
.jamesshore
.com/v2/boo
ks/aoad2

LESS https://le
ss.works/

Sometimes
the A in SAFe
is forgotten
about!

One thing that
builds up real
agility is working
in very small
steps (mmmss)

Check out
FAST Agile:
https://www.f
astagile.io
1

As a scrum
master, you may
need to keep your
RTE at an arms
length away from
your team

another aspect is
individuals
technical skills - so
that you CAN
work in very small
steps

champion
technical
agility!

gotta have a
good value
stream map
for SAFe to
work

cross-functional teams
always need to be cross-
functional - regardless of the
framework, we should aspire
to being truly cross-functional

you always need a strong
voice for your team who willl
say "no" when needed and
will speak up for the team
My glossary from today's session:

One benefit is a
shared vocabulary
as we work
towards
transparency

- AGPM = Agile Programme Management
(Agile PgM®️)
- CSM = Certified ScrumMaster
- PGM = Programme Management
- PI = Program Increment (Planning)
- RTE = Release Train Engineer
- SAFe = Scaled Agile Framework
- SM = ScrumMaster
- VSM = Value Stream Mapping
- XP = eXtreme Programming

Boosting Morale in times of difficulty

Women's group in the Seattle/Portland area, what are we missing and what do we need?

Learning - How do like you learn from others?
Jason Kerney, Brian Berzins, Jay Bazuzi, Diana Sherwood Arizona, Jim Farrier, Keegan Parker,
Chris Lucian, Lorie Gordon

How do YOU
like to learn?

Experimentation

Try tons
of stuff

hands on
emersion - then
incorporation
and <deepen
the learning>

absolute Quite.
practice to
support that
learning: wake up
early and study in
the quite

Visual

code
cooking mimicry

www.inspireedu…

The Seven Learning
Styles
Are you a visual, aural, or kinesthetic
learner? Read on to find out how people
learn differently and how you can use
this to your advantage.

learn
through
emersion

Made
to Stick

Strong Pairing:
let's jump in and
I'll do the thing
under your
direction - don't
explain, just direct

Re-doing
practice to
support that
learning: read a
book completely
and redo it again

learning by teaching
(getting deeper learning by
teaching a concept that I
think I "know")
practice to support that
learning: read a book
completely and redo it
again

Language
Hunter
Practice

www.amazon.com

Made to Stick: Why
Some Ideas Survive and
Others Die
Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive
and Others Die

Vad er
det?

you have the
responsibility
to teach
everything you
learn
www.languagehunters.org

Language Hunters
YOUR QUEST FOR FLUENCY BEGINS
WITH A GAME. READY TO PLAY? Play
your way to language fluency with your
friends, family, and neighbors. Build a
community of speakers and teachers
through engaging conversations,
laughter, and connection. Join Our
Mailing L…

Learning should
expect failures expect them so you
can learn even more
from them "How
Fascinating!"
(celebrate it)

det er
en svart
Pena

"The Seven Learning Styles" – How do
you learn?
Visual (Spatial)
Aural (Auditory-Musical)
Verbal (Linguistic)
Physical (Kinesthetic)
Logical (Mathematical)
Social (Interpersonal)
Solitary (Intrapersonal)
https://www.inspireeducation.net.au/blo
g/the-seven-learning-styles/

Where
are your
Keys
12:03:33 From Jason Kerney to Everyone:
@AshColeman
12:03:52 From Jason Kerney to Everyone:
oops this one: @AshColeman30
12:05:06 From Diana Sherwood Arizona, USA (she/her)) to Jay Bazuzi / Seattle / He or
They(Direct Message):
Jason can you ask April to open another room with the old label?
12:07:42 From Lorie Gordon to Everyone:
I’m mostly visual + love hands-on
12:08:17 From Brian Berzins to Everyone:
I try TONS of stuff, then try to find out why don't work
12:11:25 From Chris Lucian to Everyone:
away for a bit
12:15:26 From Lorie Gordon to Everyone:
https://www.inspireeducation.net.au/blog/the-seven-learning-styles/
12:22:03 From Diana Sherwood Arizona, USA (she/her)) to Everyone:
Proposed Working Agreement:
everyone Unmute and
raise hand in video to share an idea
any changes?
12:22:30 From SabithaRadhakrishnan to Everyone:
someone please fill me on what are we sharing?
12:23:52 From Diana Sherwood Arizona, USA (she/her)) to Everyone:
Proposed Working Agreement:
everyone Unmute and
raise hand in video to share an idea
any changes?
12:24:52 From Brian Berzins to Everyone:
so I don't lose the idea: learning by teaching (getting deeper learning by teaching a concept
that I think I "know")
12:25:44 From Lorie Gordon to Everyone:
I like that Brian - putting to use by teaching it!
12:41:05 From Lorie Gordon to Everyone:
Thanks for an awesome session Diana!

What Agile Related Books Are You Reading?
What

Lorie
Gordon

AONW
#Books
Slack
Channel

Doing
Agile Right:
Transformation
without Chaos
by Darrell Rigby,
Sarah Elk, Steve
Berez

Turn the Ship
Around! A True
Story of Turning
Followers into
Leaders
by L. David Marquet
1

Sooner Safer
Happier:
Antipatterns and
Patterns for
Business Agility
by Johnathan Smart

The Agile Samurai:
How Agile Masters
Deliver Great
Software
by Johnathan
Rasmusson

From Project
to Product
by Mik
Kersten

Agile
Retrospectives:
Making Good Teams
Great
by Esther Derby and
Diana Larsen

Emotional Intelligence
2.0
Emotional Intelligence 2.0

Inno-Versity Presents: "Greatness" by David Marquet
YouTube

www.amazon.com

www.amazon.com

BKPM Pocket Guide: for
Project Managers
(Release)
BKPM Pocket Guide: for Project
Managers (Release)

1

www.comicagile.…

www.amazon.com

culturesync.net

Books - CultureSync
Required reading for leaders that want
to make a tangible difference in their
organization through their culture. If
you've been looking for solutions to
upgrade company morale, reduce
turnover, retain the best talent, or
create a workplace your employe…

Coaching Agile Teams:
A Companion for
ScrumMasters, Agile
Coaches, and Project
Managers in Transition
(Addison-Wesley
Signature Series (Cohn))
Coaching Agile Teams: A Companion for
ScrumMasters, Agile Coaches, and
Project Managers in Transition (AddisonWesley Signature Series (Cohn))

www.amazon.com

itrevolution.com
www.amazon.com

The Dictionary of Body
Language: A Field Guide
to Human Behavior
The Dictionary of Body Language: A
Field Guide to Human Behavior

Making Work Visible by
Dominica DeGrandis
Making Work Visible: Exposing Time
Theft to Optimize Work & Flow by
Dominica DeGrandis

www.amazon.com

How to Change the
World: Change
Management 3.0
How to Change the World: Change
Management 3.0

Multipliers, Revised and
Updated: How the Best
Leaders Make Everyone
Smarter
Multipliers, Revised and Updated: How
the Best Leaders Make Everyone
Smarter

www.amazon.com

www.amazon.com
www.amazon.com

www.amazon.com

Agile Transformation:
Using the Integral Agile
Transformation
Framework™ to Think
and Lead Differently
(Addison-Wesley
Signature Series (Cohn))
Agile Transformation: Using the Integral
Agile Transformation Framework™ to
Think and Lead Differently (AddisonWesley Signature Series (Cohn))

www.amazon.com

Crucial Conversations:
Tools for Talking When
Stakes are High, Third
Edition
Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking
When Stakes are High, Third Edition

www.amazon.com

Enterprise Agile
Coaching: Sustaining
Organizational Change
Through Invitational
Agile Coaching

Agile Software
Development with
Scrum (Series in Agile
Software Development)
Agile Software Development with Scrum
(Series in Agile Software Development)

Enterprise Agile Coaching: Sustaining
Organizational Change Through
Invitational Agile Coaching

www.amazon.com

Collaboration
Explained: Facilitation
Skills for Software
Project Leaders
Collaboration Explained: Facilitation
Skills for Software Project Leaders

www.amazon.com

Agile for Non-Software
Teams: A Practical
Guide for Your Journey
Agile for Non-Software Teams: A
Practical Guide for Your Journey

Continuous Discovery
Habits: Discover
Products that Create
Customer Value and
Business Value
Continuous Discovery Habits: Discover
Products that Create Customer Value
and Business Value

Management 3.0:
Leading Agile
Developers, Developing
Agile Leaders (AddisonWesley Signature Series
(Cohn))
Management 3.0: Leading Agile
Developers, Developing Agile Leaders
(Addison-Wesley Signature Series
(Cohn))

www.amazon.com

Project Management
for Parents: Engage the
Family, Build
Teamwork, Succeed
Together
Project Management for Parents:
Engage the Family, Build Teamwork,
Succeed Together

www.amazon.com

Liftoff: Start and
Sustain Successful Agile
Teams
Liftoff: Start and Sustain Successful Agile
Teams

Comic Agilé - Volume
One
39,95 $ Comic Agilé depicts the magical,
depressing, funny and potentially
educational moments that occur when
agility meets reality. Through the form
of short comic strips, Comic Agilé brings
to a head the challenges,
misunderstandings and ill-intentio…

